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This is the second article by LEE MYERS to appear in NMHR. A native
of Kansas, his itchy foot led him to New Mexico in 1927, then to Arizona, the West Coast, and Hawaii before he settled down in Carlsbad
in 1940 "with time out to the Navy during World War II and Korea." A
machinist by trade, he has served in the Regular Army as well as the Navy,
to say nothing of having been "a farmer, rancher, seaman, oil field worker,"
and spending many years in the mining industry. After Korea, he turned
to western history "as a hobby to keep me out of mischief," specializing in
that of the Pecos Valley and Eddy, or Carlsbad, New Mexico.
FRAY ANCELICO CHAVEZ continues to share with us the results of his
research on his Franciscan predecessors during the early years of Spanish
rule in New Mexico.

A 1962 graduate of the University of Nebraska, who received his M.A.
from the same institution in 1964, THOMAS M. DAVIES is now working
for his Ph.D. in Latin American history at the University of New Mexico.
The material for his article was taken from his thesis, "The Diplomatic
Relations between the United States and Mexico, 1930-1933: The Ambassadorship of J. Reuben Clark, Jr."
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THE RIO GRANDE TREATY OF 1933
A PRELUDE TO SETTLEMENT
THOMAS M. ·DAVIES, JR.

THE YEARS 1920-1940 were a tumultuous period in the history
of United States - Mexican relations. Fortunately for both countries, three of the United States' ambassadors to Mexico proved to
be outstanding diplomats. Dwight D. Morrow, -who served from
1927 to 1930, was replaced by Joshua Reuben Clark, Jr., his righthand man; and Josephus Daniels succeeded Clark in 1933, serving
until 1941. Here we are concerned with a speCific aspect of the
term of J. Reuben Clark.
Of all the issues faced by Ambassador Clark, only one, that
pertaining to the Rio Grande boundary and the ownership of the
plot of land known as £1 Chamizal, between £1 Paso, Texas, and
Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua, did not stem from the Mexican Revolution. On the contrary, the origins of ,this controversy date from
the years preceding Mexican independence. Boundary disputes,
the majority of which concern the Rio Grande, have been prevalent throughout United States-Mexican History.l
As early as 18°4, Thomas Jefferson claimed the Rio Grande
as the western boundary of the Louisiana Purchase. In 1836, the
first Texas Congress set the Rio Grande as the southwesternboundary of their new nation. In the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in
1848 the Rio Grande was designated as the permanent boundary
between the United States and Mexico. To insure the continued
existence of this boundary, the treaty provided for a permanent
Boundary Commission, to be composed of one man from each
nation.
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In 1853 the Gadsden Purchase rectified the boundary in the
Gila River area, and the Boundary Commission sought to take
advantage of this opportunity to delineate an acceptable Rio
Grande boundary. The inherent problem, however, was that the
Rio Grande meandered continually, never retaining a fixed channel. This was particularly true in the area around EI Paso, Texas,
where the soil is sandy and where torrential seasonal rains often
caused the river to shift its bed. Periodic Hoods and resultant
erosion continued throughout the nineteenth century, and the two
nations tried again in 1884 to establish an acceptable line.
The Chamizal dispute dates from 1873 when the ~io Grande
suddenly shifted south of the 1852-1853 channel bed. It first became a matter of international concern in 1894 when the Boundary Commission sought to establish a dividing line on the bridges
between Ciudad Juarez and EI Paso. Mexico protested that no
one had been authorized to establish a boundary between the two
nations, but only to draw a line between the two cities. Mexico
further protested that Pedro I. Garda had filed a claim in which
he alleged that he owned a plot of land called Chamizal which
had been affixed to the United States by a sudden shift in the
.
river bed.
Garda asserted that his grandfather had secured title to the
tract in 1827 and that his family had retained possession until
1873 when the river shifted. Under Article I of the Treaty of
1884, he claimed legal possession, charging that the shift had not
been erosional, but a sudden abandonment of the old bed. 2
In 1897 a serious Hood in the valley prompted the citizens of
EI Paso and Ciudad Juarez to demand action. The two governments agreed to straighten the channel and to share the cost. The
work was completed in 1899, and, as a result, Cordoba Island was
created and given to Mexico. The population of Chamizal had increased during the 1890'S. In 1892. a church and a parochial
school were built, and a second church was built in 1905.3
Two serious diplomatic incidents, one over a railroad right of
way in 19°7 and the other over a disposal plant in 19°9, forced
both governments to act. In 19 I ° they agreed to establish an ad hoc
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mixed arbitration.commission composed of one United States
commissioner, one Mexican commissioner, and one commissioner
to be appointed by the Government of Canada. The convention of
1910 clearly stated that the decision of the commission was to be
final, conclusive; and binding on both nations.
The basic argument of the Mexican Government was that the
shift had been sudden and avulsive; therefore, in accordance with
the Treaty of 1884, the tract must remain under Mexican
sovereignty. The United States, on the other hand, held that the
alteration had been slow and erosive and hence that the area was
no longer legally a part of Mexico. The United States further
claimed the area by right of undisputed possession since 1836.
On June I 5, 1 9 1 I, the commission announced it had awarded
Chamizal to Mexico. The United States commissioner, Anson
Mills, refused to accept the decision and President Taft backed
him up. Thus the United States rejected the decision of an
arbitral commission whose findings it had agreed to honor. Mexico
protested, but the United States remained adamant and the controversy over Chamizal continued unabated.
There were numerous attempts made to settle the boundary
disputes in the period 1912-1927 but none proved fruitful. A new
ingredient had been added to the controversy; the advent of the
Mexican Revolution had sorely disrupted the boundary discussions
and even the arrival of Dwight Morrow failed to break the deadlock. During 1927-193° the crucial question centered upon the
problem of bancos which had been cut away by the shifting river. 4
It was on questions of national territory that the nationalism which
grew out of the Revolution was most evident. Neither nation
would agree to proposals of extensive territorial exchange, not because the proposed exchanges were unjust, but because the diplomatic climate was unfavorable. 5
Some progress was made in 1928 and 1929 which paved the
way for the agreement of 1930. On June 19, 1928, the International Boundary Commission announced that it had unanimously agreed on forty-two decisions regarding exchange of territory arising from changes in the bed of the river. 1i On December
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1928, the Commission released a report recommending the
engineering feasibility of the preliminary plans for the stabilization of the boundary and the rectification of the Rio Grande. 7
In July 1929; the United States lifted its embargo on arms and
munitions to Mexico, and the Mexican Government announced
that all domestic strife had ended. Thus the way was cleared for
closer relations between the two countries. In August of 1929,
the Boundary Commission met again to discuss the banco problem,
which had increased in importance owing to the activities of rumrunners and smugglers along the border. s The prospects of a settlement appeared so bright that Secretary of State Stimson sent
J. Reuben Clark as a special representative of the United States
to assist the American Commissioner Lawrence W. Lawson. 9 The
Mexican Minister of Foreign Affairs Genaro Estrada invited the
International Commission to meet in Mexico City to put into
treaty form the plans to rectify the river and stabilize the boundary.lO The State Department approved the meeting and the conference convened on July 28, 1930. When Ambassador Morrow
was not in Mexico, as was often the case during the summer of
1930, the responsibility was delegated either to Clark or to
Lawson. l l
In addition to the easing of diplomatic and border tensions between the two countries, another factor greatly facilitated the work
of the Commission. Citizens from both the United States and
Mexican sides of the river sent committees to their respective governments to lobby for a prompt settlement. 12 The periodic Hoods
in the El Paso-Juarez Valley, particularly the one-half million dollar one in 1925, had prompted demands.Eor immediate action.
The mairi stumbling blocks in the negotiations of early 1930
were the question ofChamizal and the problem of private United
States and Mexican land titles. Clark maintained from the beginning that Chamizal should be discussed along with the rectification
treaty, but his efforts were to prove futile. 13
By July 1930, both countries were ready for what was hoped
would be profitable negotiations. Public pressure remained constant; relations between the two countries were steadily improv21,

Charles Bishop Eddy and Mrs. Eddy

Dave Kemp, first sheriff of Eddy County and part owner
of one of Phenix' largest saloons

Eddy, New Mexico March 25,1890
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ing; and the two governments had tentatively agreed on basic
points. In addition, both Clark and Morrow were urging the State
Department to concentrate all its efforts on the boundary and
claims commissions problems. 14
. On July 28, 1930, just three days after convening, the Commission took a major step forward by approving and signing
Minute 129. This Minute, which was far-reaching in its implications, set forth the final plans for the work of rectification in the
El Paso-Juarez Valley. In essence Minute 129 proposed: to cut
the length of the river between El Paso and Box Canyon from
155 miles to 88 miles by straightening the channel; to construct a
Rood retention dam twenty-two miles below Elephant Butte Dam
on the Rio Grande, creating reservoir storage of one hundred
thousand acre feet; to locate the channel and to estimate the value
of the acres detached from one country and attached to the other
in such a manner as to insure that neither country would gain nor
lose from the exchange of national territory; and to devise a payment plan which would take into account the estimated value of
agricultural investments in the valley and the proportionate benefits to be derived by each country.15
The estimated cost of the project was set at $6,106,500. From
this total certain items which the Commission did not consider to
be proratable, but which were properly chargeable to each government, were subtracted. Among these were rights of way, purchase of private channel rights, and changes in irrigation works.
These items amounted to $ 1,174,200, leaving a proratable total
of $4,932,3°0. The United States agreed to pay $4,34°,424 or
eighty-eight per cent, leaving Mexico with $591,876 or twelve
per cent. 16
The prospective benefits from such a treaty were impressive.
It would eliminate Roods in the El Paso-Juarez Valley, shorten the
boundary from 155 miles to 88 miles, increase the gradient and
velocity of the river to enable silt and sediment to be carried away,
and establish a definite water boundary. It would prevent future
channel changes and provide for better enforcement of the national
law of both countries by fixing the maps of the river. 17

....

~
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Both the State Department and President Hoover approved
the plans, and Stimson instructed Morrow to negotiate a treaty
covering the points in Minute 129. Morrow was further instructed
to include, if possible, a final settlement of the Chamizal area and
any other territorial differences which existed between the two
countries. IS
Although the two governments had tentatively agreed upon
the proposed plans, the final signing of a treaty was delayed for
more than two years. The stumbling block, as in the 1920'S, was
the disposition of Chamizal, Cordoba and Horcon tracts and of
San Elisario Island. Lawson suggested initially that the United
States purchase Cordoba and Chamizal for one million dollars
and also perform all work on both sides of the river. 19 Mexico, on
the other hand, suggested that if Cordoba would revert to the
United States, then by the same principle San Elisario Island
should pass to Mexico. The United States rejected this offer,
however, because the richest agricultural land in the valley was
on San Elisario Island. 20 The need for a settlement can be seen
in the fact that until an agreement about Chamizal was reached,
the United States could not own or control its portion of the Hood
channel.21 Thus Lawson again suggested that the United States
purchase Chamizal for $1,600,000 and C6rdoba for $200,000,
but the offer was Hatly rejected by the Mexican Government. 22
On September 9, 1930, the Mexican Government informed
the Embassy that they had approved the report of the Boundary
Commission together with the engineers' report of river rectification. Mexico proposed that the Commission meet again in Ciudad
Juarez to approve a new minute, and on September 18 Lawson
wrote that the inclusion of Chamizal in the treaty was a definite
possibility.23 He did inform the Department, however, that there
was much in the proposed Mexican minute which was objectionable to the UnitedStates. 24 The negotiations all but stopped in
the next few months, largely owing to the ambassadorial change
from Morrow to Clark.
On January 1, 1931, Clark attempted to reopen negotiations on
the boundary problem. He spoke with Acting Minister of Foreign
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Affairs Schiaffino who stated that he was ready to begin preliminary
discussions, but that the conclusion of any agreement must await
the return of the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Estrada. 25 Before
Estrada left for New York in December of 1930, he and Clark
had agreed that the first step should be the settlement of Chamizal,
and Clark informed the Department that he wished to continue
with that plan.26 Clark also urgently requested that the Department try to stop any move in Congress to pass an appropriation
bill for the project until a treaty with Mexico had been signed. 27
On March 25, 193 I, the State Department suggested three
ways that the negotiations might be expedited. First, they saw a
need for a definite date for the transfer of sovereignty of the affected lands. Second, they saw the need for abolishing all right
of protest regarding the area transferred from one country to the
other; and third, they felt that the treatment of existing titles was
awkward because it involved either purchase or condemnation proceedings by both nations. 28 In April, Clark expressed concern over
the fact that United States lands thrown south of the established
border would be worth only a fraction of their previous value
while the Mexican lands thrown north might conceivably treble or
quadruple in value. 29 Clark further stated that an equitable adjustment of the Chamizal question was not only advisable, but
was indispensable to a proper settlement. 30
Negotiations throughout 193 I remained almost at a standstill.
In July Clark persuaded one of his contacts to present a rectificationplan to. President Ortiz Rubio and General Plutarco Elias
Calles. Both men favored the plan, but neither would push for
its adoption. 3 ! It is not possible to document the reasons for their
failure to expedite. the matter, but it should be remembered that
July was the month when the Mexican vice-consul at Chicago,
Adolfo Dominguez, was arrested, and that in June two Mexican
students, relatives of the Mexican President, had been shot to death
by sheriffs in Ardmore, Oklahoma. In short, river rectification
was not an immediate concern of the Mexican Government.
On January 10, 1932, Clark secured an interview with Calles,
brought to his attention the apparent stalling tactics of the Mexican
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Government regarding the river rectification plan, and indicated
that the United States would soon want a categorical answer.
Calles replied that he was no longer giving orders, but that he
would talk with President Ortiz Rubio. 32
In April of 1932, Clark approached the new Mexican Minister
of Foreign Affairs, Manuel C. Tellez, and told him that the United
States desired a quick settlement of the rectification project because
of the imminent danger of Roods. 33 Tellez replied that he did
want to deal with rectification and that he did want to include
Chamizal in the settlement. He offered to cede Chamizal to the
United States in return for a cancellation of the Pious Fund
Award. 34
The Pious. Fund had been established in 1697 by the Spanish
Government for the benefit of Jesuit missionary work in California.
In 1848, the fund totaled several million dollars, and since the
United States claimed the fund· as a part of the acquisition of
California, it became a point of contention between the two
countries. 35 On October 14, 19°2, the Permanent Court of Arbitration at the Hague handed down a decision ordering Mexico to
pay the United States $1,420,682.67 in cash and an annual sum
of $43,°5°.99 in perpetuity.36 Mexico paid the lump sum and the
annual installments until 1914 when she suspended payment. It
was this aggregate of unpaid sums, plus six per cent annual interest,
plus the cancellation of future payments that Tellez suggested the
United States exchange for Chamizal. He felt that in this way public opinion in Me?,ico would be satisfied and both nations could
save face in the dispute. 37
Clark agreed to such an arrangement and asked Tellez to draw
up a draft agreement regarding the various points. The Tellez
plan, however, met strong opposition in the M~xican Cabinet itself. Narciso Bassols, the Secretary of Education, and Alberto J.
Pani; the Secretary of Finance, both objected to the proposed exchange and to the tying of this exchange to the rectification treaty.
Bassols' basic objections to the proposal were four: Mexico
should never cede a portion of her territory, but simply exchange
territory; the compensation for territory should not be just an equal
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amount of surface territory, but rather territory which had as much
commercial value as Chamizal; the case of Chamizal' ought to be
handled separately from that of the Pious Fund; and any treaty
regarding boundaries ought to be divorced completely from the
treaty regarding rectification. 3s The objections of Pani were much
the same, but he added that it was unconstitutional to sell any
portion of Mexican territory. He also pointed out the dangers in
renouncing the private titles to land held by Mexican nationals. 39
In the meantime, Tellez, on August 17, 1932, had presented
three draft agreements to Clark. The first was a convention covering the rectification of the river; the second was a protocol regarding the transfer of Chamizal to the United States; and the third
was a protocol regarding the release by the United States of the
Pious Fund and its unpaid balance. 4o Clark submitted a counterdraft which combined Chamizal and the Pious Fund and Tellez
agreed to the change, stating that he would have to obtain the
approval of President Ortiz Rubio and General Calles before
submitting it to the entire cabinet. 41 Before Tellez could do so,
President Ortiz Rubio resigned on August 27 and General Abelardo 1. Rodriguez was elected President by the Mexican Senate
on September 3. 42
President Rodriguez designated Jose Manuel Puig Casauranc
as his Minister of Foreign Relations and called a cabinet meeting
to discuss the problems of river rectification and Chamizal. Some
members of the cabinet felt that Clark and the United States State
Department had political motives for negotiating a quick settlement in view of the fact that the United States presidential elections were to be held in November. 43 The cabinet also accepted,
for the most part, the objections of Pani and Bassols and felt that
such an agreement would violate Mexico's historical policy and
would completely alienate public opinion. 44
.
In January 1933 Puig Casauranc presented Clark with a redrafted convention covering Chamizal and a protocol regarding
the Pious Fund. The new Mexican proposal differed in -many
respects from the previous ones. It absolutely separated the three
points; it transferred more territory from the United States than
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she would receive; it allowed Mexico to retain private titles in
Chamizal and provided for an international commission to adjudicate them; it allowed for the signing of a rectification treaty, based
on Minute 129, omitting reference to Chamizal; and it implied
that the United States owed an apology to Mexico for the lengthy
.
litigation over ChamizaJ.45
The Mexican cabinet rightly viewed this proposal as an astut~
diplomatic move. It was a skillful countermove to offset the
United States play before the November elections, but Calles and
Rodriguez both desired to maintain cordial relations with the
United States. Thus Rodriguez worked to obtain a rectification
treaty quickly and to put off the Chamizal settlement untillater. 46
But the Mexican proposal was more than shrewd diplomacy; internal policy also made it advisable. Word had leaked out that
the Mexican Government was on the verge of ceding some land
to the United States and the ire of the Mexican people was up. To
have traded Chamizal for the Pious Fund would have spelled political disaster for the Rodriguez government. In fact, the rumors
had reached such proportions that on October 22, 1932, Rodriguez
was compelled to release the following statement to the press:
My Government will never close any treaty implying loss or modification of the integrity of the national territory, for my antecedents
as a revolutionary and as a Mexican and my attitude as President
would not allow me to do SO.47

It is clear that the Mexican proposal was not acceptable to either
Clark or the State Department, because the entire question of
Chamizal was 'left unsettled until July 1 963~ The most pressing
matter, a rectification treaty, however, was signed by Clark and
Puig Casauranc on February I, 1933. 48 The purpose of the treaty
was clearly set forth in its preamble:
The United States of America and the United Mexican States having taken into consideration the studies and engineering plans carried
on by the International Boundary Commission, and specially directed
to relieve the towns and agricultural lands located within the El PasoJuarez Valley from flood dangers, and securing at the same time the
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stabilization of the international boundary line, which, owing to the
present meandering nature of the river it has not been possible to
hold within the mean line of its channel; and fully conscious of the
great importance involved in this matter, both from a local point of
view as well as from a good international understanding, have resolved to undertake, in common agreement and cooperation, the
necessary works as provided in Minute 129 of the International Boundary Commission, approved by the two Governments in the manner
provided by treaty. . . .49

The. treaty closely followed the conditions set forth in Minute
129 except in one respect. Minute 129 had called for the exchange
of about 10,000 acres of land between the two countries beginning
at the western point of Chamizal or Land Monument Number
One and continuing to Box Canyon below Fort Quitman. The
Treaty of 1933, however, specified that work should begin at
Monument Fifteen on Cordoba Island, one mile east of Chamizal,5° Thus the entire problem of Chamizal was deleted from the
rectification treaty.
.The treaty met no opposition in the United States and the
Senate passed it on May I, 1933. 51 The Mexican Congress was not
in session when the treaty was signed and did not convene until
September I. In the interim, the Mexican landowners in the
Ciudad ]U<lrez Valley protested that the treaty would deprive them
of their water rights, and the danger that the treaty would fail in
the Mexican Senate appeared very real. 52 President Rodriguez,
however, favored it and it was ratified by the Mexican Senate, in
secret session on September 13, 1933. 53
a postscript, it should be noted that the project was a success.
The length of the river between El Paso and Fort Quitman was
straightened and shortened, and parallel levees approximately 590
feet apart were constructed. A total of 5,121 acres of land was cut
from the United States and an equal amount was cut from Mexico.
Over 17,000,000 cubic yards of earth were moved during the digging of the channel, which was completed in four years at a cost
of slightly over $6,000,000. 54
There can be little doubt that the treaty was a major step forward in the diplomatic history of the two countries. The United

As
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States had been the chief initiator in the negotiations since 19°°,
but the failure to include Cordoba and Chamizal must be viewed
as a diplomatic triumph for Mexico. Nevertheless, the United
States did derive important benefits from the treaty, for it lessened
the possibility of costly floods in the valley, enabled the United
States to enforce its laws better, and solved many disrupting disputes over territorial sovereignty. 55 Mexico's fear that the United
States would gain control of some Mexican territory prevented
the signing of any treaty until 1933, but she also derived many
benefits from the treaty. Not only had she won a diplomatic victory on the questions of Chamizal and Cordoba, but protected
her half of the valley from destructive floods. 56
It is doubtful whether the treaty would have been as easily obtained if it had not been for the work of the Boundary Commission. The Commission was and is a unique institution. It is not an
arbitral commission in the true sense of the word, but it does render
decisions and these decisions are rarely disapproved by the two
governments. In addition, the work of the Commission has always
been relatively successful even during those periods of turmoil
which have marred the relations of the two countries. Thus much
of the credit for any boundary settlements, including the Treaty
of 1933, must go to the Commission. 57 .
The Treaty of 1933 was good evidence of a new diplomatic
climate between the United States and Mexico. Both countrie~
peaceably agreed to alter their common boundary and to exchange
territory. Such ~n agreement would hardly have been possible in
the period 1910-1930. Despite its historical antecedents, the boundary dispute became involved in the conflicts which arose between
Mexico and the United States during the Mexican Revolution.
Mexican fear of Yankee imperialism had to be dispelled, as did the
United States' fear that Mexico would not fulfill her obligations.
The final adjustment of the boundary was a credit to the diplomatic
efforts of Ambassadors Morrow and Clark, and particularly to the
growing realization on the part of both governments that issues
could be settled only through peaceful negotiation and compromise.
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Nevertheless, although the Chamizal problem was almost solved
in 1932, the new climate of negotiation and compromise had not
yet reached the point where a final settlement could be made.
Ambassador Daniels continued to press the matter, but he was far
more concerned with the urgent problems of the claims commissions and the oil expropriation of 1938. Throughout the Truman
and Eisenhower administrations Chamizal remained a point of
contention.
In 196 I President John F. Kennedy initiated proceedings which
culminated in the Treaty of 1963. This treaty transferred to Mexico a net amount of 437 acres of United States territory, including
366 acres from the Chamizal zone and 7 I acres from an area east
of Cordoba Island. In addition, Cordoba Island was divided equally
between both nations. The irony of this settlement is that it almost
exactly followed the arbitral award of 191 I.
It is difficult for citizens of the United States to understand the
deep emotion and nationalism which Mexicans felt and feel on
the question of Chamizal. It had become a symbol of Mexican
resistance to United States encroachment, and the 1963 settlement
contributed immeasurably to the betterment of relations between
the two nations. In retrospect, it seems unfortunate and a bit
absurd that the entire question was not settled in 1932, along the
same lines as the 1963 decision. The thirty-year delay served no
useful purpose, but only intensified a sense of frustration. Such
are the foibles of international diplomacy.

NOTES
. L
It is not the purpose of this paper to rehash all the old boundary
disputes, or to discuss in detail the changing character of the Rio Grande,
but to place in perspective the treaty negotiations of 1930-1933 and to
demonstrate their importance in the final settlement of the boundary.
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2. The importance of this article for future negotiations demands its
inclusion at this point: "The dividing line shall forever be that described
in the aforesaid treaty and follow the center of the normal channel of
the rivers named, nothwithstanding any alterations in the banks or in the
course of those rivers, provided that such alterations be effected by natural
causes through the slow and gradual erosion and deposit of alluvium and
not by the abandonment of an existing river bed and the opening of a new
one." Gordon Ireland, Boundaries, Possessions, and Con~icts in Central
and North America and the Caribbean (Cambridge, Mass., 1941), p. 303.
3. Gladys Gregory, "TheChamizal Settlement, A View From £1
Paso," Southwestern Studies, vol. I (1963), pp. 14-15.
4. Bancos were tracts of land transplanted from one country to the
other when the Rio Grande shifted its bed. The existence of these severely
impeded rectification negotiations.
5.· For examples of correspondence on the banco problem, see Foreign
Relations, 1929, vol 3, pp. 473-79.
6. James Morton Callahan, American Foreign Policy in Mexican Relations (New York, 1932), p. 621.
7. Donald W. Peters, "The Rio Grande Boundary Dispute in, American Diplomacy," Southwestern Historical Quarterly, vol. 54 (1951), p.
4 2 3.
8. Callahan, p. 62 I.
9· Foreign Relations, 1930, vol. 3, p. 537·
10. Peters, p. 424.
I I. Foreign Relations, 1930, vol. 3, pp. 536-37.
12. 1. M. Lawson, 14 January 1930, to Stimson, Department of State
Serial Files, National Archives (cited hereinafter as DS), 711.12155/39°.
13. Clark, 20 March 1930, to Stimson, DS, 711.12155/417.
14. Morrow, 16 July 1930, to Stimson, DS, 7i 1.12155/437.
15· Foreign Relations, 1930, vol. 3, pp. 545-50.
16. Ibid.
17. Morrow, I I August 1930, to Stimson, DS, 711.12155/445.
18. Foreign Relations, 1930; vol. 3, pp. 551-52.
19. Lawson, 22 August 1930, to Stimson, DS, 711.12155/451.
20. Morrow, 25 August 1930, to Stimson, DS, 711.12155/457.
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AN EXPERIMENT IN PROHIBITION
LEE MYERS

EDDY, NOW CARLSBAD, New Mexico, was intended to be a model
town. Established primarily as a supply and trade center to serve
the visionary but practical empire that Charles Bishop Eddy, and
later, James John Hagerman, were building with the help of the
life-giving waters of the Pecos River in southeastern New Mexico,
it reared its infant head out of the sandy, mesquite-covered flats
along the west bank of that river just as the 1880'S gave way to
the new decade.!
The new hopeful, named for its promoter, was not a haphazard creation of chance. A site was selected on ranch land owned
by Mr. Eddy;2 a townsite was surveyed in March 1889;3 and a
corporation known as the Pecos Valley Town Company was
organized on April 6 of that year for the purpose of developing
the site and promoting and selling its lots. 4 Eddy, who was president of the Town Company, was strongly opposed to the use of
alcoholic beverages and was determined that the fledgling town
bearing his name should be free of the frontier's ubiquitous
saloon. He accordingly caused to be inserted into the deeds of all
lots sold a clause forbidding the manufacture or sale thereon of
intoxicating liquors to be used as a beverage. 5
The building of dams and canals to deliver the waters of the
Pecos to the huge Eddy-Hagerman irrigation project was a colossal
undertaking furnishing employment to many men. The payroll
was large and the spending of it quickly elevated the little village
to boom-town status. The inevitable triumvirate of the frontier,
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the saloon keeper, the gambler, and the prostitute were not long
in gathering for the kill.
There is evidence, as will be shown later, in the old files of the
Eddy Argus, which was owned and operated by THE COMPANY, which included both the Town Company and its parent,
the Pecos Irrigation and Investment Company, to aid in the sale
of land and lots, that when these undesirables first arrived they
set up in business in Eddy in contempt of the prohibiting deeds. 6
Whether they operated openly or disguised as legitimate businesses is a question. What is certain, however, is the fact that Mr.
Eddy, fully aware of what was going on, was neither pleased with
the violations nor willing to ignore them.
In the center of the business district was the Pecos Valley Drug
Store, Doctor James A. Tomlinson, Proprietor. The doctor, who
was also the duly elected Judge of the Probate Court, dealt in the
usual array of drugs, patent medicines, and toilet articles and maintained the usual prescription department as well. It was this last
phase of his business that brought him into trouble.
He sold whiskey on prescription, which was not unusual in his
business, but he kept on hand a supply of prescription blanks
which he permitted his customers to fill out for themselves whenever they felt the need of liquor. 7 Doctor Tomlinson carried this
business so far that it became well known among the residents of
the town and community and his store was an accepted source for
the purchase of liquor by the bottle. So open did the practice become that a bell boy from the local hotel was said to have purchased
liquor there -for a guest. He even went so far, it was alleged, as to
permit his customers to keep their purchases in a back room to
which they could retire when they felt the need of a drink. 8 The
doctor was always careful to tell his customers that their purchase
was to be used for medicinal purposes only but if he thought that
Mr. Eddy and the Town Company were taken in by the pseudo
legality of the prescriptions he was soon undeceived.
A bill was presented to the county courts accusing the doctor of
conducting a regular business in the sale 6f intoxicating liquors in
direct violation of the restricting covenant in the deed. An injunc-
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tion to halt such sales was asked. The case was tried before Judge
A. A. Freeman in the Fifth Judicial Court, Territory of New Mexico, and was reported thoroughly in the Argus, May 28, 1892.
Hope r~n high among the town's liquor dealers that the suit
would be decided in Tomlinson's favor and it appears that they
relied heavily upon the· theory that the prohibiting clause in the
deeds would be declared unconstitutional. They were doomed
to disappointment. When Judge Freeman delivered his decision,
he quoted several previous cases wherein the complainant's right
to insert such a clause had been upheld by the courts. A temporary injunction was granted against the defendant on April 28,
1892, followed by a permanent one on March 15, 1893.9
Mr. Eddy let it be known publicly that he intended to carry
the case all the way to the Supreme Court if necessary to sustain
judgment, and the saloon men admitted defeat, but only insofar as
the town of Eddy was concerned. There was plenty of land lying
adjacent, where no one could say them nay. They must have
banded together and settled upon a central location.
. H. A. Bennett was the 6rst to move, relocating his Legal Tender
Saloon, along the west side of the Pecos Valley Railroad tracks
about a mile and a half south of Eddy. The Argus, for May 7,
1892, stated that he had opened for business on May 3. On June
25 the Argus made a statement which indicates that· Bennett in
particular, and others in general, must have operated openly in
Eddy prior to this time. "In a few days the last of the irrigating
auxiliaries of the department of the- interior will have moved beyond the city limits. Prominent among these is Harry Bennett's
Legal Tender, and he assures us that when he is located at Phenix
the same methods of irrigation that made his place popular here,
will be continued there."
Others soon followed the Legal Tender. They did not settle
hit or miss, but bought land and caused a townsite to be surveyed
and platted. The new town was named Phenix, spelled without the
letter 0, and the plat was 6led by Bart A. Neymeyer, surveyor,
August 12, 1892.10 Why such a name should have been selected
is anyone's guess, perhaps because it arose from the ashes of their
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hopes in their parent town. I,f so, one of the sporting fraternity
must have been familiar with the classics, a rare accomplishment
indeed among the ranks of the saloon keepers and gamblers of
that time.
.A village of fair proportions soon appeared that was unique in
an unenviable way. It was designed and operated for the sale purpose of selling sin. l l Frontier sin towns were synonymous with
the settling of the West. All of them were vicious, but Phenix
was entitled to hold her profligate head high among the worst of
them.
The principal highway down the Pecos Valley, south, as well
as the railroad, ran through it. Saloons, gambling houses, dance
halls, and prostitutes' shanties, interspersed with a sprinkling of
honorable businesses, crowded both sides of the road. As long as
there were customers with money to spend, or to be obtained by
more forceful means, the palaces of joy never closed. Fights, shootings, knifings were of almost daily occurrence.
There was little law enforcement and what there was favored
the "citizens" of the village. 12 The sheriff, Dave Kemp, has been
tagged by Haley. as an outlaw from Henderson, T exas. 13 His half
brother, Walker. W. Bush, of Robey, Texas, was his deputy.14
Kemp was a business associate of Ed Lyle, one of the resort's leading lights, in a Phenix saloon and a sizeable spread of cattle. 15 The
sheriff appointed deputies to keep the peace from among the regular habitues, but in most cases these officers were so busy protecting their own affairs that justice suffered. A hack, which ran
from Eddy on a regular schedule, hauled those without other
means of transportation to the flesh pots. William Peay, retired
in Carlsbad now, but a wild youngster in Eddy when Phenix was
still warm in her grave, is author of the statement that if a customer
made a winning at one of the many gambling tables there and
then boarded the hack to return to Eddy-"he just didn't get
there."16 The story has been told that the prostitutes of Phenix
were in the habit of intercepting the carriages of Company officials
taking prospective buyers down the road through the village and
that they would climb naked into the vehicles, soliciting trade.
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This is probably an exaggeration but there is evidence that these
women did constitute a nuisance along the highway. To record
all the crimes committed in Phenix, or those that originated there,
is impossible because of sketchy newspaper and court coverage,
but the list is long: shootings, knifings, rape, robberies, they ran
the gamut of wickedness. The better element of Eddy, indeed, of
the entire valley, was aghast, and mutterings about their rowdy
neighbor's behavior became common. Their rancor was soon to
increase because of further developments.
Not all the saloonkeepers in Phenix were content with the
restrictions imposed by her small size. Eddy, larger and more
populous, appeared to be a plum worth plucking-if it could be
done. C. F. McDonough and H. A. Bennett, operators of separate
saloons, believed they could do it, temporarily at least. Their
actions and the results, presented in a most interesting manner,
appeared in the Argus, on December 9, 1892:
A COUPLE OF SALOON MEN JUMP TOWN LOTS
AND CHALLENGE PROSECUTION

C. F. McDonough and i-I. A. Bennett kept saloons in Eddy before
the courts enjoyned the sale of liquor in that place. Then they had
separate saloons in Phenix, the village down the valley, below the
Eddy townsite. As the county commissioners were enjoyned from
issuing a license to sell liquor in Eddy, where all deeds contained a
contract clause to prevent the use of premises for such purposes, each
applicant was required to describe the location of the proposed place
of business. Licenses were issued, it seems, to sell in this precinct,
but the place of business was specified as Phenix, within the precinct.
McDonough transferred his $400 license to J. F. Robertson, of Dallas,
but continued in charge of the business and appeared to be the
owner. Bennett also carried on business. During the recent term of
court they were encouraged by Idus Fielder, of Silver City, to believe
that they could safely do business in Eddy, temporarily, at least. Last
week, when the attorney, and several others of the company, and
Judge Freeman were out of the county, Bennett and McDonough
pooled issues, jumped a town lot near the railroad, opened up a saloon
in a tent, had dodgers printed and proceeded to whoop up business,
proclaiming their ability to hold the fort.
This daring act of trespass was strongly condemned by the public
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generally, but business was good just the same. The saloon men were
discreet enough not to use their own lots and combat an injunction.
They probably figured that an action in ejectment would follow, and,
by the law's delays, they would remain during the holidays. When
W. A. Hawkins, the attorney of the company, arrived a day or two
later, they were inclined to jocularly challenge him to do his worst,
and declared that they had come to stay.
But evidently they had not anticipated criminal proceedings, and
were very much astonished and indignant when arrests followed for
violation of the statute in selling liquor without a license. They were
required by Justice of the Peace Potter, to give $1,500 bonds for appearance, the offense being serious enough to have a penalty of a
year of imprisonment in the penitentiary. As the accused desired to
postpone examination until Mr. Fielder, who :had been promised a
$500 fee, could arrive, the case was set for hearing on Wednesday. A
telegram came announcing the death of that lawyer, so Attorney
Holman, of Pecos City, Texas, was sent for.
An effort was made at the examination to show that Bennett was
but an employee of McDonough; that McDonough was not the
proprietor, and that the license issued to McDonough and trans~
ferred to the Dallas man, was good anywhere in the precinct, but the
justice of the peace believed reasonable grounds existed to indicate
that an offense had been committed, and so held defendants to await
action by a grand jury and the district court, in $1,000 honds.
The saloon has continued open since the arrests, until last evening
when injunction papers obtained from Judge Freeman were served
by the sheriff. It is unlikely that the business will be carried on in
contempt of 'court.

The next public development came on March 17, 1893, when
the Argus announced the trial of the case of F. G. Campbell versus
John Brookhoven, represented respectively by attorneys John
Franklin and J. A. Cullinane. Campbell sold a lot in an outlying
addition to a Mr. Pike. By an alleged oversight the clause prohibiting manufacture or sale of liquor had been omitted from this
one. deed and when Pike discovered the omission he announced
publiCly that he had a lot for sale, minus the obnoxious restriction.
After several months had passed, Brookhoven bought the lot, paying seven hundred dollars, although those adjoining were selling
for only one hundred and fifty. He asserted that he had bought the
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lot in good faith as one without the clause, and the Argus implied
that his avowed purpose was to establish a saloon and that he
had no knowledge that the omission was due solely to an error. He
did set up a saloon on the lot as planned and proceeded to do
business publicly. The plaintiff, Mr. Campbell, asked the court to
correct the error in the deed and to grant an injunction to restrain
Brookhoven from selling liquor in the meantime..
New Mexico had long had a statute prohibiting the selling of
liquor on Sunday but study of early newspapers indicates that it
was never seriously observed, indeed openly violated. Now, however, with Eddy and his associates striving to build a town and
community that would attract sober, hard-working settlers, family
men of every occupation, such violations were looked upon with
hostility. So, when saloons in Phenix and Seven Rivers continued
to operate openly on Sunday the forces of law and order acted.
The account of this clash between the two factions, as described
by the Argus on March 24, 1893, is an item unique in the annals
of western settlement:
TO AVOID GOING TO JAIL THE SALOON
,MEN GIVE A SOLEMN PROMISE

The grand jury yesterday reported indictments agairist the saloon
men of Phenix and other adjacent points, for violating the Sunday
law. The court has announced that parties who had previously been
convicted would, upon a second conviction, be sent to jail. That
Judge Freeman meant what he said no one doubted., '
The saloon men, foreseeing trouble, held a meeting and decided to
obey the law in future, appeal to the court and give a solemn promise to commit no further violations.
Yesterday afternoon the matter carne up in court. On behalf of the
O. Cameron entered a plea of guilty. W. A. Hawkins
accused,
then, by leave of the court, presented a petition, stating that he
thought consideration of it might bring about obedience to the spirit
of the law. The petition was as follows:
"To the Honorable A. A. Freeman, Judge of the Fifth Judicial
District of the Territory of New Mexico:
"Your petitioners, who are all saloon men of the vicinity of Eddy,
New Mexico, stand before your honor as being indicted by the grand
jury and convicted of conducting their business on Sunday, and in
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consideration of the fact that such indictment is based upon the law
and public sentiment supporting the same, and by way of extenuation
of such offenses and assertion of their past efforts to keep from
offending this community by violating said law, your petitioners
desire to state the following:
"I. When the town of Eddy was first started public sentiment was
against the sale of intoxicating liquors as a beverage therein, and those
of your petitioners who were in the saloon business, made no effort
to engage in said business in said town, but staid out of the limits
thereof, and continued to stay outside until the sale of intoxicating
liquors as a beverage by druggists and others who paid no license,
and who pretended not to sell intoxicating liquors, became an open
and notorious fact, and your petitioners are largely deprived of the
profits they would have made, when some of your petitioners moved
their saloons into said town; but in May, 1892, they were notified
that such sale would no longer be permitted, and those of them that
engaged in the business moved their saloons to a point remote from
Eddy without waiting for legal proceedings and have since remained
on the outside thereof, notwithstanding druggists selling whiskey and
others selling bitters under the guise of medicine, have remained in .
said town and by their sales largely deprived your petitioners of the
profit they reasonably expected.
"2. That the Territory has long had a Sunday law, and that for
many years previous to your honor's coming on the bench it has been
looked upon by the people and enforced by the courts as a revenue
law. Your petitioners are aware that in calling your honor's attention to this fact they stand in a poor light, in view of the fact that
your honor has heretofore clearly announced a determination not
to administer this law in that way, and extended clemency to your
petitioners, but in explanation of their failure to observe the same
after your honor's last warning, beg leave to say they in good faith
started to comply with the same and endeavored to do so, but your
petitioners, from the very nature of their business, are almost entirely
dependent upon the demands of their customers, and jealousies, dissensions and strife always exist among them, and through the operation of these causes your petitioners ha,:e failed to perform their duty.
"3' Your petitioners call your honor's attention to the fact that they
have established their business at a point so remote from the town of
Eddy that women and children of said town have never been exposed
to any annoyance by your petitioners' violation of the Sunday law
and no one has come in contact therewith except he resorted voluntarily to such place.
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"And now, pleading for further extenuation of their offense, your
petitioners, in answer to the awakened public sentiment and to your
honor's sentiments in regard to the sale of intoxicating liquors on
Sunday do solemnly promise your honor and this community in open
court to respect the letter and spirit of this law in the future and
absolutely abstain and desist from all business on said day. Signed:
O. Castinel,
Louis Brooks,
A. Rhodes,
John Brookhoven,
Ed S. Lyell."

A long list of names, apparently from all walks of life, was attached as recommendation that the court accept the petition and '
this was followed by a statement of action taken by the court, saying that "Judge Freeman was much moved by the serious nature
of the situation." He decided, however, to see what results could
be obtained by paroling the accused, which he did after first
sentencing each to fifteen days in jail, with sentence suspended
pending results of the parole. Saloon and gambling house keepers
other than the petitioners were indicted by the grand jury at this
time but were invited to come in and sign the pledge. The Argus
declared that several of these gentlemen had "gone-a-fishing" but
would soon appear and sign. The same grand jury also found an
indictment against Dr. J. A. Tomlinson for selling liquor as a
beverage without a license. Previous to this, on September 3, 18'92,
the Argus had told their readers that the Territorial Supreme'
Court had sustained the Sunday law and added, "The boys lay
in their supplies Saturday night, instead of trusting to loose hinges
on the back door."
In this same issue the Argus recorded two more items relating
to Eddy's battle with the liquor forces: "Judge Freeman gave a
supplemental charge to the Grand Jury last Saturday, directing
them to indict anyone who sells as a beverage bitters containing a
large percentage of alcohol. Such persons violate the law and cheat
the school fund. Gambling house keepers are reported to have
, sold such stuff." This was followed by a statement that the court
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had ordered the missing clause inserted in the Campbell-Brookhoven deed and granted a "perpetual injunction" against the latter's liquor sales. "John Brookhoven, the defendant, had already
removed his saloon building from the addition and joined the
'Wolf' on the school section up the valley."
The "Wolf" was another of the early day saloons that have
. since become a legend in present-day Carlsbad. Contemporary
with Phenix, this framed canvas saloon, owned by Jim Nichols,
was located on a low hill just east of Carlsbad's present-day Memorial Hospital,17 where it enjoyed first whack at the pay checks
of laborers from Six Mile Dam construction north of town, as they
came down to the village bright lights for their periodic binges.
About the only feature of this institution to survive in today's
folklore is the fact that a stuffed wolf graced the front, over the
door, by way of identification and advertisement. Miscellaneous
items in the Argus indicate that "Shooting up the 'Wolf''' late
at night was a favorite sport of celebrating cowboys.
Dr. Tomlinson, indicted on March 24 for selling liquor without
a license, was at that time a candidate for the office of mayor of
Eddy and the Argus made much of the fact that a man asking the
people of Eddy to put him in the mayor's chair in one breath
should, in the next, request a change of venue to Roswell because
he believed some of those people "too prejudiced to give him a
fair trial."18 This item was followed by vitriolic charges on th.e
part of the doctor, in which he referred to the editor as "The
d " Sal"d T omI'mson, "H e must
e IS not to b e bl arne,
Ar-goose. ""H'
. do as he is bid or lose his job." This was a reference to the fact
that the Argus was a company-owned organ and the editor a paid
employee, rather than an independent editor. Nevertheless, the
latter replied in an equally biting vein. 19
The second charge against the doctor came to trial in Roswell
during the week preceding April 7, 1893, and was covered rather
thoroughly by the Argus on that date, emphasis being given to
Judge Freeman's charge to the jury.20 The charge, reduced to a
minimum of words, instructed the jurors to consider one fact
only-did the defendant sell liquor to be used as an intoxicating
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beverage, lacking, of course, the necessary license. All other facts
were considered of secondary importance.
The defendant was declared guilty and fined $500 plus costs.
The· doctor appealed, and, thoroughly outraged, journeyed to
"Lincoln county to arrange for the shipment to Eddy of a little
printing office. Dr. Tomlinson has avowed an intention to establish a paper to damn the town company, some people in particular
and everybody in general who is forninst his own course and views.
That paper will have a big job."
Tomlinson's appeal to the T erritorialSupreme Court was not
only unsuccessful, but he and his attorney drew a scathing condemnation from the judges of that bench. He had, they declared,
sought to evade the law requiring a license to retail liquor and they
raked him over the coals for a "scandalous and impertinent attack
upon the judiciary of the Territory." The lower court's decision
and fine were upheld. The appeal decision was signed by Albert
B. Fall and Edward P. Seeds, associate justices, and was concurred
to by James O'Brien, chief justice and Wm. D. Lee, associate
justice. 21
On September 8, 1893, the Argus declared gamblers and saloonkeepers birds of a feather by saying:
The city trustees met last Friday and passed an ordinance .
prohibiting gambling games. . . . These establishments add nothing
to the prosperity of the town. . . . If exist they must then it is well
that they are put as far away as possible, out of sight and not in contactwith any people except those in search of them. The saloons and
gambling houses ought to be neighbors. Both depend upon the weaknesses and passions of men. . . . They get the money from those
who labor for it, giving nothing in return, and spend it. That is all.
People will gamble as long as the human race exists. The town
. board of trustees is not trying to stop it, but it has a right to prevent
the maintenance in the corporate limits of gambling places that become nuisances by reason of idle men about the doors and sidewalks.
The saloons of Phenix will receive the banished games with open
arms because of the people drawn hither by the attraction.

Although the above might seem to intimate that there were no
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games operated in Phenix prior to this time, it is hard to imagine
saloons operating in such a prosperous frontier community without
gambling.
In the meantime crime and sin was flourishing almost unchecked
in Phenix and respectable citizens were asking the question,
"What can be done about it?" They were not long in seeking an
answer. In November 1894, a slate of law and order county officers,
headed by J. D. Walker, sheriff, was elected. By the spring of
1895, a plan of action was in operation. The temper of the citizens
was demonstrated in May when D. R. Harkey, deputy U. S.
Marshal, presented the U.S. Court in Socorro with a "petition
containing a list of nearly all the people of Eddy who signed a
statement describing and condemning Phenix. . . ." 22 A toe hold
had been found in a federal statute, the Edmunds Law, prohibiting cohabitation without the sanction of marriage. This proved
an Achilles heel for Phenix and was utilized to a major extent
to convince the denizens of that profligate little village that their
ways were in error. 23 Suspected violators of this law were arrested
and promptly sent to trial in Socorro, in such numbers that the
keeping of a mistress in Phenix became a very unpopular pastime.
Meanwhile nature had taken a hand and was to exert tremendous influence. On August 5, 1893, the Pecos River, swollen by
heavy rains, came down in full fury. The recently completed Six
Mile Dam, reservoir for the valley's complex irrigation system,
was destroyed, a debacle that completely paralyzed operations of
the newly developed farm lands. 24
Although the company began immediate reconstruction, employing many men, these new employees seem to have been substantial settlers rather than spendthrift drifters, with the result
that Phenix did not fatten upon their wages, as she had during the
initial construction. Times were very bad throughout the valley.
Many settlers admitted defeat and left. Eventually the company
fulfilled their pledge to the settlers by restoring the dams and
canals, and farming operations were continued, but boom times
never returned.
Business in Phenix limped along halfheartedly until the late
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summer of 1895. By then mining and railroad construction had
created a financial situation in Globe, Arizona, that looked good
to a number of Phenix' leading lights. So on September 19, the
Eddy Weekly Current, with an air of ill-eoncealed jubilation announced that Lyell and Kemp, with a large party of fellow villagers
and associates, would leave the Pecos Valley for the new Eldorado.
On October 3 the Current stated that the exodus had taken place
on the previous Saturday: "Three six-mule teams, each hitched to
a big wagon and another wagon behind called a trail wagon, the
six wagons loaded down with all manner of movable goods,"
manned by twenty people, had driven through Eddy on their way
west, via the Penasco River and the pass across the Sacramento
Mountains where Cloudcroft now is. In a farewell gesture to the
citizens of Eddy, Dan Kinkle, violinist, perched atop one of the
big loads, "-played Bonapart's Retreat in his own inimitable way."
A month later "about sixteen females," chaperoned by Mrs. Ed
Lyell followed, and Phenix, the dissolute, brawling libertine of
the Pecos Valley, was reduced to two saloons and six or seven
women.
Phenix' bite was definitely curbed but it was an empty victory
for Eddy. They had learned to their sorrow that saloons and
gambling in the corporate limits,25 where they could be controlled,
were far preferable to an outside location where they could operate
just about as they pleased.
In the same year of 1895 friction over administrative differences
between Eddy and Hagerman had caused the former to dispose of
his interests in the entire Pecos Valley project and to withdraw
completely from the scene. With his retirement went also the chief
antagonism to liquor in Eddy. No one else with any amount of influence possessed his dedication to abstinence. The liquor clauses
still existed in all deeds, but without Eddy's stimulus they soon
began a natural decline as legal barriers to the liquor dealers. In
1899 the name of the town of Eddy was changed to Carlsbad and
the local citizenry began to forget that the man had ever existed.
Just when the first saloon moved back into Eddy, or Carlsbad,
is uncertain but it was probably in 1899 when the southernmost
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lot, where the company-operated Hagerman hotel stood, was sold
toa private individual and one of the Phenix saloon buildings was
moved there to become the Green Tree Saloon. 26
Phenix had not reformed her rowdy ways; crime and violence
still flourished. No one was pleased with conditions, neither the
saloon owners or gamblers of Phenix nor the law-abiding residents
of the larger town. With Eddy and his insistence on prohibition
gone, the deed restrictions lost their sting. They were not removed,
in fact still remain, but the town had had enough of· the experiment and it appears that all concerned tacitly decided to ignore
them.
With the ice broken by the.Green Tree Saloon, others soon followed. Today there is a zone in which all liquor businesses must be
confined, and it is probable that some such restriction was in force
then; not only the saloons, but the gamblers and the prostitutes
returned, the latter surreptitiously, but return they did. At one
time the Bank Saloon was located in what is now Carlsbad's
bustling business district and was one of the town's busiest establishments. On Saturdays a large amount of cash was kept on hand
to cash the weekly pay checks of farm and ranch hands. Some
employers even rendered their payroll accounts to the proprietors
and they in tum actually paid off the employees. Hence the name,
Bank Saloon. 27 Next door to this enterprising bar Solomon Schoonover operated another large saloon. All the gambling games common to the West of that day-roulette, craps, blackjack, stud and
draw poker, etc.-went on in both. Presiding over these always
well-patronized games were the gentlemen of the then rapidly
declining fraternity of professional gamblers. Old-timers say that
these businesses were conducted with circumspection under the
eye of reputable law enforcement and public surveillance.
Phenix, product of a noble but impractical experiment, died a
natural death, in the words of the poet, "unwept, unhonored and
unsung. "
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THE HOLY MAN OF ZIA
FRAY ANGELICO CHAVEZ

Franciscan of New Mexico to
leave a memory of outstanding saintliness was Fray Bernardo de
Marta, for some years the minister of Zia Pueblo. Two other
notable friars, Fray Asencio de Zarate and Fray Geronimo de la
Llana, had left their crumbling bones at Picuris and Cuarac to be
reverently gathered up and enshrined in a stone casket a century
later by Governor Marin del Valle. 1 Evidently there was no trace
left of Father Bernardo's grave at Zia; otherwise, we can be sure,
Marin del Valle would have enshrined his remains also in 1759,
for his life was no less prominent in the writings of Vetancurt,
which had prompted the Governor to trace down the relics of the
other two.
We owe to Vetancurt practically all that we know about good
Padre Marta, with small but important addenda by the eighteenthcentury archivist of the Franciscan Province of the Holy Gospel
of Mexico, Fray Francisco Antonio de la Rosa Figueroa. 2 Fray Bernardo is of further interest because his brother, Fray Juan de Marta,
encountered martyrdom in faraway Japan and was eventually
beatified by the Church. The two brothers were accomplished
musicians and organists, and Fray Bernardo was a pioneer professional musician in New Mexico.
Fray Bernardo de Marta was a Catalan by birth. He and his
brother Juan together joined the Franciscan Province of Santiago
in 1597, in the friary of Zamora. After their ordination they decided to go to the Indies in search of martyrdom, having first consulted a holy nun in La Villa de Carrion 3 and a local Carthusian
ONE SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY
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monk likewise noted for his sanctity. They set sail for the New
World in 16°5, and in the following year, as both brothers were
about to embark for the Philippines, a painful separation took
place in Mexico City. Fray Juan was allowed to proceed to the
Far East, but Fray Bernardo was ordered to remain in America.
He accepted this disappointment with exemplary resignation and
equanimity. Although Vetancurt states that this specific order
assigned him to the Custody of New Mexico, he has him next
residing in the city of Puebla. Figueroa indicates more clearly that
he was assigned to the friary at Puebla at this time. There he edified
his brethren by his unfeigned piety and no less by his musical
abilities, so much so that they called him "the organist of Heaven."
Some friars claimed to have seen him lost in ecstasy in the great
choir of the Puebla friary, or else enjoying sweet colloquies with
a Christ-Child carved on the ornate lectern in the middle of the
choir. Since he was such a gifted and ardent musician, we can
understand how such conduct was not too much out of the ordinary
for a sensitive artist. What is extraordinary about Fray Bernardo,
over and above his submissive separation from his brother and
their mutual goal in the Orient, was his leaving the great organ
at Puebla for the raw frontier missions of New Mexico which
lacked such a musical luxury. We may presume that he did so
willingly.
We do not know for sure when he reached New Mexico.
Neither Vetancurt nor Figueroa say that it was in 1605, as some
have quoted them as saying. Most probably he went there in the
years 1609-1610, with a group of missionaries conducted by Fray
Alonso Peinado. The first specific mention of him in early New
Mexico documents is in the year 1613.4 Little is known of his
activities from such records, save that he was in charge of Santo
Domingo (possibly with Cochiti and San Felipe as visitas) in
16 I 3-16 I 4, then of Galisteo in 1615, and finally of Zia from 16 I 61617 until his death. 5 Except for these first years just mentioned,
he seems to have avoided completely the acrid quarrels then raging
between the Franciscans and the current Spanish governor. The
early manuscript that mentions him does have him involved, but
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what is said of him is altogether to his credit as a prudent but
courageous Franciscan.
A certain Fray Francisco Perez Guerta wrote to his superiors in
Mexico City complaining about the arbitrary conduct of the Father
Commissary in New Mexico, Fray Isidro Ordo:fiez, who not only
fulminated savagely against Governor Peralta, but had most of his
good friars ina state of shock. There was even strong suspicion
that he had forged his papers of appointment as Commissary.6 On
July 6, 1613, says Perez Guerta, when the Father Commissary was
at his headquarters in Santo Domingo, where Fray Bernardo de
Marta was minister, he asked Father Marta how he should proceed
with the governor in Santa Fe. Father Marta quietly advised him
not to go to Santa Fe, lest he make matters worse and even provoke
the governor to shoot him dead. Promptly the Commissary told
Father Marta that a "prudent man like himself should not say
such things, and with this the friar became silent, and the Father
Commissary went to the Villa."7 As the result of many scandalous
incidents that ensued, perpetrated by the Commissary who persecuted all those who did not go along with his views, much mental
and physical suffering was brought upon Perez Guerta himself
and several other exemplary friars, among whom was Fray Bernardo de Marta. 8
One day Commissary Ordo:fiez convened several friars at Santo
Domingo, when he proposed to go back to Santa Fe and actually
put the governor under arrest. Then he asked his subjects for their
opinion. Fray Alonso Peinado, an old and greatly venerated missionary, and the principal butt of the Commissary's tyranny, stood
up and counseled the utmost caution. He suggested that all the
missionaries should leave New Mexico together and repair to
Santa Barbara in New Spain. There they would write a formal
complaint to the civil and religious authorities in Mexico City,
and await a solution to their problem. The Commissary immediately silenced Father Peinado. The other friars said nothing,
except Fray Bernardo de Marta. He stood up and, remarked that
since he had been summoned to give his opinion he would give
it. He seconded Father Peinado's reasoning as being "of utmost
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importance." However, writes Perez Guerta, the Father Commissary had already made up his mind. More scandals in Santa Fe
followed. Later, when Father Marta was stationed at Galisteo, a
certain Fray Juan Suarez approached him for help. Driven to
desperation by the Commissary's mistreatment, Father Suarez had
decided to return to New Spain and went to Galisteo to beg for
some provisions for the journey. Father Bernardo helped him as
best he could, "although first he counseled him most religiously
(santissimamente) not to do it." Perhaps he suspected that the
Commissary, although he had given permission for Father Suarez
to leave, was planning to intercept him on the way and arrest him
as a religious fugitive;9

------" .~\
.J.---.JTIL.~ JIL_LJ.
I
\

All in all, Fray Bernardo de Marta emerges from these brief
references as a man of prudence, as Ord6nez himself unconsciously
testified, as well as a man of quiet courage; Then comes Zia, and
no further mention of him in the manuscripts.
As to his musical activities, Fray Bernardo could not have done
too much music teaching during his brief stays at Santo Domingo
and Galisteo, except for drilling his Indians in a few hymns and
psalm chants. He spent some eighteen years in Zia, however, if
our computations from Vetancurt and Scholes and Bloom are correct. 10 Did he have at least a rudimentary hand organ on which his
tender soul could recall ecstatic hours of long ago in Spain and in
Puebla? Perhaps there was one at Zia since Santo Domingo did
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have one at this early date. When Peralta's successor, Governor
Bernardino de Ceballos, arrived there on his way to Santa Fe, he
was received by the Father Commissary with the ringing of the
bell, the Eucharist exposed in the open tabernacle, organ music
and polyphony-"a repique de campana, el Santmo. Sacramto.
ahierto, organo y canto de organo."ll Anyway, Fray Bernardo
could have taught his flock to play on several kinds of wind instruments which did exist in the missions in those times. 12 But even
if he lacked his favorite intrument, Father Marta was the first really
professional organist in New Mexico, or at least shares this honor
with another friar, Fray Cristobal de Quiros, who apparently came
with him under Father Peinado in 1609-1610.13
Some further light is thrown on Fray Bernardo's origin and his
musicianship by what was written in the Orient concerning his
brother Juan. Vetancurt merely states that Fray Juan de Marta
was crucified at Meaco (present Kyoto) on August 16, 1618, after
four most painful years in prison, adding that his martyrdom is
treated by a Padre Llave (trien. 12, cap. 20), and in the (Franciscan)· Martyrology for August 14, and that his beatification was
being considered in Rome. Figueroa says that Fray Juan, inspired
by the Holy Martyrs of Japan,14 requested passage to the Philippines, and some years later went on to Japan. After nearly five
years of torments in prison, he was crucified at Meaco on August
16, 1618. Fray Diego de San Francisco, the Franciscan Superior
of Japan from 1618 to 1632, wrote a more detailed biography of
Fray Juan, in which, surprisingly, there is no mention whatsoever
of his brother Bernardo. 15 Fray Diego calls him Fray Juan de
Santa Martha, a variant and probably· the original form of the
name "Marta." He was born in 1578 at Prades near Tarragona in
Cataluiia, and from early childhood learned Gregorian chant at
the cathedral of Zaragoza, later becoming vice-chantre of the
cathedral of Zamora. In 1605 he left for Manila, where he taught
chant for a year. Then in 1607 he went to Japan, where he became
Superior of the friary at Fushimi near Kyoto, then the capital of
Japan. Father Juan did not devote all his time to music. He made
a thorough study of the native language and traditions, which un-
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doubtedly accounts for his great success in making converts to
Christianity. At the instigation of the jealous bonzes he was apprehended on June 12, 1615, and sent to the public prison in
Kyoto. There he languished and suffered torture for more than
three years, until he was beheaded on August 16, 1618. 16
Even though his name does not appear in this biography, Fray
Bernardo must have been the martyr's brother as Vetancurt and
Figueroa relate, whatever the slight difference in surname. The
error these two writers of New Spain made about Fray Juan's
"crucifixion" can be attributed to the fact that their very own
Fray Felipe de Jesus had been crucified at Nagasaki not too many
years before Fray Juan. The separate accounts written in New
Spain and Japan agree and dovetail too well in many details to
allow any doubt. .Both friars were Catalans, they were similarly
trained in music, they entered the Franciscan Order in the same
place and year, and they sailed from Spain in the very same year.
Perhaps they were very young orphans adopted by cathedral
canons for choir service, that they should have wandered at so early
an age from the Catalonian east coast to Zaragoza in Aragon, and
thence all the way across Spain to Zamora in Leon near the border
of Portugal. Or else their family was a migratory one.
Whether Father Bernardo spent eighteen full years of lonely
dedication in Zia, teaching his Indians the good life as well as
good music, or whether he died there by 1620 as contemporary
documents (or rather their silence about him) seem to indicate,
we have no way of knowing thus far. It is indeed surprising that
Fray Alonso de Benavides does not mention Fray Bernardo de
Marta at all in his famous Memorials, attracted as he was to recording personalities of this type. Perhaps Fray Bernardo had indeed
been dead for more than a decade when Benavides wrote. If he
died before the permanent seventeeJ;1th-eentury church was built,
this might also explain why there was no trace of his grave in Zia
by the end of the century. He might have even passed away, by
blessed coincidence, around the same time that his dear brother
was beheaded in Japan-the one a martyr of blood to be eventually inscribed in the Church's list of the Blessed, the other an
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obscure witness for goodness and beauty who lived on for many
decades in the hearts of humble New Mexicans, both Indian and
Spanish.
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LETTER TO THE MISSIONARIES OF NEW MEXICO
FRAY SILVESTRE VELEZ DE ESCALANTE

edited by EleanClT B. Adams

INTRODUCTION

T

HE SHORT career of the eighteenth-century Franciscan missionary" and explorer of "the mysterious kingdoms of the north," Fray
Silvestre Velez de Escalante, fell within the period of Spain's last
major effort to broaden and strengthen her control over the North
American borderlands of her Empire. So it came about that the
writings of a young priest, who had scarcely reached his thirtieth
year when he died in the spring of 178o, were highly influential
in his own time and have continued to arouse unusual interest
ever since. In the eighteenth century his reports and opinions were
eagerly awaited and widely circulated by the highest governmental
and military officials for their usefulness in the search for solutions
to the complicated problems of administering and safeguarding
the vast Interior Provinces of New Spain. In the nineteenth century the government and military of the United States found
them helpful in the search for a route for a transcontinental railroad. And, before the discovery in the twentieth century of the
voluminous source material for the history of the western United
States in the archives and libraries of Spain and Mexico, historians
considered his letters, the diary of the expedition into Utah which
he kept in collaboration with his superior and companion, Fray
Francisco Atanasio Dominguez, and a truncated version of the
abstracts and copies Velez de Escalante made of the documents
then in the governmental archives of Santa Fe, capital of New
Mexico, major sources containing many unique data. 1
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Most of Velez de Escalante's extant writings have been published in Spanish or English, or both. The major exception is the
long missing 6.rst part of the Extracto de N oticias, which for some
reason was omitted or lost from the copies made and sent to Spain
for the use of the historian Don Juan Bautista Munoz as part of
the important collection known as "Memorias de Nueva Espana."
The complete original turned up some years ago in the National
Library of Mexico among a group of papers from the old Archive
of the Convento Grande, headquarters of the Franciscan Province of the Holy Gospel of Mexico, to which the New Mexican
missions of the Custody of the Conversion of St. Paul were subordinate throughout the Spanish Colonial period. 2
A hitherto unknown product of Velez de Escalante's pen turned
up when a later Franciscan of New Mexico, Fray Angelico
Chavez, undertook to organize and make a calendar of the scattered papers pertaining to the Archdiocese of Santa Fe assembled
by Archbishop Gerken in the 1930's. This is a patente of Fray
Silvestre Velez de Escalante, Vice-Custos of the interior missions of
New Mexico, addressed to the mission fathers and dated San
Ildefonso, August 17, 1777. 3 Although it provides further evidence, if any were needed, of the progressive decline of the New
Mexican missions which had disturbed the peace of mind of the
Visitor Fray Francisco Atanasio Dominguez in 1776, and of other
able and conscientious friars for years before his time, the dOCliment is even more interesting for the light it throws on the character and education of Fray Silvestre-not as an explorer and researcher whose words were heeded in the councils of the great, but
as a sincere youthful religious in the unhappy position of making
well-founded strictures on the conduct of his brethren, most of
them his seniors, in an obedient effort to force them to reform
their unbecoming ways.'"

". I should like to express my gratitude to the Chancery officials at
Santa Fe who permitted me to have a photograph made of this document.
EBA
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PATENTE

Fray Silvestre Velez de Escalante, of the Regular Observance
of our Father St. Francis, Apostolic Preacher, Vice-Custos of
these interior missions of the Conversion of St. Paul. To all their
friars, and peace in the Lord.
Reverend Fathers and very beloved brethren: Your Reverend
Paternities already know from the patent of our Reverend Father
Visitor and Custos Fray Francisco Atanasio Dominguez, in which
he announced his elevation to the prelacy of this Custody, that,
owing to serious and urgent business which had arisen at that
time, he was unable to include in it his scheme of government as
his illustrious predecessors have been accustomed to do. Nor was
he able to give them notice of it later because of the urgency of
his departure for the El Paso missions to complete the juridical
visitation which by order of our Reverend Father Provincial Fray
Isidro Murillo he began in these interior missions. 4 Therefore he
left his order and command that I should do so, granting me all
his authority for this, as well as the necessary instructions lest my
few years, less experience, and great lack of the wisdom that comes
with experience should cast me either into an inertia harmful to
his conscience, or to mine, to all your Reverend Paternities, to all
the faithful in our charge, or into an indiscreet show of authority which, instead of correcting, might provoke antipathy against
the intent of his pious, charitable fervor and prudent zeal.
I have put off issuing this scheme of government until now
because the internal provisions to which exact obedience was
proper, and even indispensable, were still ineffective. And because, in addition to the obligations imposed by our religious
status, we have those pertaining to the ministry to which we are
dedicated, I shall divide the scheme into two parts.
And, beginning with what relates to the Seraphic Institute we
profess, we must observe the following:
I. In regard to the necessary temporalities, let our poverty be
adjudged without stain or suspicion of covetousness or attachment.
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In regard to the sowings that are made with the labor of the
Indians, let there not be the least excess whereby they go beyond
the limit of what is strictly necessary for the maintenance of the
minister, of the sacristans, and of the other weekly help who are
attached to the convent, to whom it is ordered and commanded
that the necessary sustenance be given daily since they serve daily.
3. Let no friar carry on or engage in any lucrative trade or commerce, whatever it may be. This is to be understood to include all
trade in kind, barter, which is made to acquire something in addition to what one has, but not the exchange of a thing the friar
may have which is no longer necessary for something else that he
may need more, without the intervention of any civil contract.
4. Let no friar, whoever he may be, have in his care or support
any family of Spaniards within or outside the convent, nor succor
it with grains, income from Poor Souls, or anything else in which
the very slightest labor of the Indians may be involved. Nor are
they to send one or more of these [Indians] with a letter, verbal
greeting, or anything else to the house of those who may once
have served in their friary. And all this is strictly forbidden regardless of any reason which may be alleged to lend it a good
appearance.
5. Let no friar keep in his convent or visit, or receive visits
from women suspect either because of their youth or beauty, or,
finally, because of their customs and ill fame.
6. And lastly, let no friar sell or give to any layman any mantle
of the same kind we use in order that the laymen may use it in
the same way, nor likewise a shroud without the blessing pertaining to this and necessary in order for the one who gives the alms
and wears it to his grave to win the indulgence. For this authority
has long ago been granted, and is now granted anew, to each and
every one of your Reverences so that each of you in your districts
can and may bless the said shrouds. You must and are ordered
to give a certification of this blessing on a piece of paper in order
that the one who obtains it, the parish minister of the deceased
who may wear our shroud, or the one who gives him burial [may
2.
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have proof of it], for both must require proof that this blessing
has been given before performing the burial.
With regard to the ministry as parish priests which we actually
exercise, the following is ordered and commanded:
I. Daily personal assistance in our respective missions; and the
friar who should absent himself from his for several days, especially
if there be any feast day among these, without any important
motive and without permission from our Reverend Father Custos,
or from me or from the one who may succeed me, shall be reproved as is fitting on the first and second occasions, and on the
third removed from the mission.
2. The explanation of a point of Christian doctrine every
Sunday and feast day of obligation by each one to his parishioners
with the truth, order, and clarity that their more or less limited
understanding may require; and in the case of the Indians by
means of the best interpreters, instructing these last beforehand in what is to be interpreted by them; and admonishing them
that they are to express those words, such as God, Trinity, Person,
Blessed Sacrament, which all the languages of these Indians lack,
as they sound, and not to try to translate them, because not having,
as their languages do not have, equivalent terms, if they try to say
it all in their language, it is unavoidable either that they will say
something different or give rise to errors of which it will not be
easy to disabuse the people who hear them, since they usually
believe that what the interpreter says is on all occasions the same
as what the Father teaches.
3. Let each and everyone of us apply the Mass for his parishioners every Sunday and other feast days on which they are obliged
to hear it, even though, after hearing it, they may work, because
the Council of Trent so orders and our Most Holy Father Benedict XIV has so declared and decreed, as is evident from an
Apostolic Constitution of his which has already been incorporated
in the Canon Law and which is being remitted by order of our
Reverend Father Custos in a separate letter to your Reverences,
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faithfully and literally translated into Spanish with some reflections upon it so that no one who holds a cure of souls at present
may think himself exempt from this obligation, trusting in the
now improbable opinion of various summarists there have been of
moral theology who formerly defended and considered the contrary probable.
4. Let no friar write to the governor of the kingdom on any
subject; and they shall be able to write to him only Christmas and
Easter greetings, congratulations, and on days [of his name saint].
Item, let no friar reprove in writing the alcalde mayor or lieutenant
there may be of his pueblo and mission with regard to the vexations these men may bring upon the Indians, or with regard to
the personal services they may exact. Much less may the friar
himself prevent them, since the most serious discords between
the ecclesiastical and secular ministers result from this and nothing can be remedied. And ~ven when one of your Reverences may
see your Indians unjustly and gravely vexed by their alcaldes or
lieutenants, you must, as has been and is ordered, tell your prelate
and no one else about the abuses there may be in this regard, when
they are grave and capable of proof, and when there is no danger
that the accuser may come out of the affair as the delinquent.
Under these circumstances the prelate will take the most appropriate course of action, having recourse to the government in due
form, if it be necessary in order to cut off such disorders.
5. Let no friar have dealings with laymen nor talk to them
about decisions of the prelates or of the government, nor receive
in his convent anyone except those who as benefactors, or for
other important reason, it may be necessary and unavoidable to
receive.
6. And lastly, let no friar issue certifications in favor of or
against any lay person, whoever he may be, without permission
from our Reverend Father Custos, or from me or from my successor. Nor is he to give a receipt for payment for Masses, for which
he has not received the alms, even though the one who asks for
the receipt may promise prompt payment; because it is known that
some laymen have satisfied other debts with such receipts and have
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never given the promised alms nor have the Masses been applied;
this trustfulness thereby working to the serious prejudice of a
third party, either to the creditor, or to the one for whose benefit
it has been decided that the Masses should be applied.
Now that the scheme of government is concluded, I might be
able to conclude this writing, but I should fail in part to fulfill the
orders of our Reverend Father Custos and the strict obligation
which falls upon me at the present time to procure by all practicable means the exact observance of our Seraphic Institute. In
fulfillment of this I will expound to your Reverences some reflections upon the chastity and poverty which we promised to observe
throughout our life, because I know, not without grave sorrow
and vehement fear of falling, that either because of the guile of the
common enemy of mankind, or because of our small favor, there
are more perils in this country than elsewhere against the first
and not a few abuses against the second. And therefore I shall
touch upon both so that no one may fail to avoid them for lack
of light on the subject.
And beginning with the most sublime poverty which we profess,
there is no doubt that any kind or species of trade or lucrative
barter is an intolerable abuse and clear violation of it; and even
when it may not be lucrative, if it is without true need, present or
imminent, there is no doubt whatsoever that it is contrary to our
poverty, because, in addition to the assumption of ownership
which usually is implicit in any exchange of this type, it results in
superfluity of goods, property, attachment, and greed, and besides
this, in scandal, distraction, and great neglect of what pertains to
our ministry. For this reason St. Paul, in his Second Epistle to
Timothy, ch. 2, says: Nemo militans Deo implicat se negotiis
saecularibus. And for the same reason the Sacred Councils, Supreme Pontiffs have strictly forbidden business and trade to
secular priests and friars, as is evident from many passages of
Canon Law, specifically ex. cap. negotiatorem 9 tit. eod.) the Supreme Pastor of the Church secundum instituta praedecessorum
nostrorum sub intermitatione anathematis prohibemus, ne clerici
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vel monachi causa lucri negocientur. A Bull of our Supreme Pontiff Urban VIII, issued on February 22 of the year 1633, contains the same prohibition speaking in terminis of the missionary
friars of the Indies, when, as the result of a formal report and
opinion by the"Council placed before the Catholic King of Spain,
it was decided that not only the fathers of the extinct Society [of
Jesus]' but also the other regular clergy who wished to do so might
enter the missions and conversions of Japan, under the condition
that they should neither hinder one another by private disturbances
nor engage in trade under any pretext nor for any reason, as Dr.
[Juan de] Solorzano [Pereira] says, speaking on the said opinion
of the Council and Bull in book 3, Gubernatione Indiarum, ch.
18 no. 38, in these words: Denique adjicitur in diet. consultatione,
&- Bulla supra relata, ut Missionarii at omni mercatura, &- negotiatione abstineant sub censuris ibidem, contra facientibus, irrogatis.
And lest any of those who perhaps may see very little and meditate
less concerning the obligations of our state may think that new
precepts are imposed here or that a new and very rigorous reform
is introduced, let all hear Father Fray Antonio Victorino, who, at
the beginning of this century, came to this Custody as Visitor for
our Reverend Father Fray Juan de la Cruz, who was then Commissary General. In one of his patentes, issued on December 3,
1706, he makes this formal statement: "And do not fail to exercise
very great vigilance lest the friars barter with the infidels for boys
or girls, pelts, or any other thing, because of the very great scandal
that results from doing so,and because it is directly against our
Sacred Institute, and the trade which necessarily must intervene
in such exchanges involves excommunication in the Bull of Urban
VIII already cited, which I brought especially for the purpose, as
none of the friars is unaware. For this reason we shall make a very
special inquiry about this in order to" impose the appropriate
remedy and give the punishment merited according to our laws
for so pernicious an evil." Father Victorino to this point. 5 Father
[Antonio] Guerra had already said the same, although at less
length, in his patente of government issued in the first year of this
century.6
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Another no less tol~rable and even more pernicious abuse results from this one. This is the excessive sowings made with the
personal labor of the Indians. And this, in addition to being
against reason and against the royal laws of the Indies, is contrary
to our evangelical poverty, by virtue of which we must content
ourselves with what is strictly necessary to eke out our existence
with religious decency as poor evangelicals, and not like laymen
who are capable of having a great deal. It is also very harmful to
our ministry because when the said sowings are excessive, and
the minister dedicates to their cultivation the time that should be
given to the administration and teaching of the Indians; in order
to exercise the necessary care he busies himself in seeing whether
it is fallowed, planted, irrigated, weeded, harvested, whether the
Indians steal or are neglectful. And it is also harmful because we
should live free from all covetousness in order that these rude
neophytes may realize that we seek nothing for ourselves, but for
God; that we seek their eternal welfare and not our temporal comfort. Moreover, if they are forced to work too much for the father,
taking from them the time necessary for their own farms; if, because they do not serve him in this and in other things according to
his desire, the father punishes and mistreats them, it is natural for
them in their rusticity not only to abhor their minister but even to
conceive no little repugnance for Christianity. In addition, when
they are employed in this way and mistreated for any defect, perhaps imagined, they suffer great need of the spiritual nourishment of doctrine and grave scandal, believing their minister to be
not only inhuman, but covetous, as the Concilio Limense III states:
[Quoniam vero avaritiae, negotiationisque, turpitudo in Rectoribus
Indorum et crebior est et periculosior,J cum neophiti iste ea de
causa tum scandalum grave sustineant, tum instructionis suae
jacturum non mediocrem faciant, dum ab his in temporalibus
ipsorum quaestibus occupantur a quibus debeant spiritualibus
incrementis augeri. Nor for such things nor for neglect of them,
nor even for really culpable defects, and not even for those defects
in them which reach the point of being mortal sin should. the
minister show himself harsh and severe with the Indians or punish
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them rigorously, because extremely serious detriments result from
this. One of these, and the most important, is that when confession
is essential to them they conceal their sins. Therefore [Diego de]
Avendano in Tesauro Indica, tit. 15, ch. 2, no. 51, art. 8, has this
to say about the matter: Dico octauo, Parochi Indorum grauiter
peccare possunt, si se erga illos asperos et seueros exhibeant. . . .
Et ratio est manifesta, timiditate eorum ac pusillanimitate perspecta. Quomodo enim ad illos con~denter accedent confessuri
peccata, et animarum remedium inter diaboli frequentia tentamenta quaesituri? And truly it is very alien to the mildness which
Christ Our Lord recommends to us and a very indecent thing that
we, His ministers, should always go about with a rigorous whip
in our hand as if we belonged to the secular justice, as the aforecited Concilio Limense well puts it, Actio 3, ch. 3: Profecto enim
turpissimum est Dei ministros in saeculi satellites verti. And the
Candia Tercero Mexicano, tit. De his, quae ad parochos indorum
attinent, fol. 50, § 6, says: Quia Indi timidi sunt, et pusillanimes,
oporten Parochos cum eis mansuete, acbenigne agere, nee eos
minis deterrere, sic enim ~t, ut languescentes animo, peccata sua
con~teri, non audeant, ac salutari poenitentiae remedio destituantur. And finally, if our Sovereign, being, as he is, empowered t6
do so, asks no tribute from these Indians nor desires that they be
treated with severity lest it impede the spread of the Gospel, with
what reason, with what conscience, can we burden them with
work in sowings or other things or maltreat them for this reason?
Would this not be placing obstacles in the way of the Gospel? In
this respect I cannot· explain to myself what anyone of your
Reverences is thinking of to have done or to do such a thing. But
henceforth let us all try with greater diligence to do what Our
Lord Jesus Christ tells us in these words, which should inspire us
greatly: Quaerite primum regnum Dei, et haec omnia (ident[idem)
ad vitam necessaria adjicientur vobis discite a me quia mitis sum, et
humilis corde).
And coming to the religious purity and chastity we promised
to God, the extremely grave perils against it which we suffer are
numerous, especially when we find ourselves alone, outside the
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cloister and with freedom for anything, as Father [Jose de] Acosta,
the very celebrated historian of the Indies, in book 5 of his Procuranda Indorum Salute, cap. 16, weighs the matter on a high
plane in these words, so much to the purpose that it seems as if he
were writing in New Mexico: Atque ut omittam reliqua quenam
levia sunt, duo habent parochi indorum gravissimam incommodam. Unum est continentia periculum propter parochorum, miram
solitudinem ac libertatem quidvis perpetrandi cum perpetua quadam esca libidinis et feminarum aspectu colloquiis et rei familiaris
usu atque accedit cur cumulums faciam, mira ipsarum feminarum
facilitas rarus pudor resistendi vis propemadum nulla saepe etiam
sponte oblata copia. Who will not tremble, Fathers, at the sight of
so many perils? Who will think it possible to dispense with any effort to avoid them? Only the one who, to his extreme misfortune,
loves them, and such a one will undoubtedly perish, for infallible
truth says so: Qui amat periculum in illa peribit. Ecc. ch. 3. Then
what must we do? Nothing more than observe exactly what our
Seraphic Father St. Francis commands in the eleventh chapter of
the Rule we profess, in which he says: I firmly order all the friars
not to keep suspect company or counsels of women. This precept,
which ex se governs, obligates us under mortal sin, along with the
other two that are contained in the same chapter. Navarro very
properly says that our Sainted Father imposed them for the purer
observance of our chastity, desiring to remove all occasion for breaking this vow. 7 And St. Bonaventure, cited by the same Navarro,
says in 2 Sent. dist. ult. q. ult. that this vow of chastity is more strict
in our Order than in all fhe others because even though avoiding
suspicious company and conversation with women is a thing implicit in and consequent upon this vow since the one who promises
to observe chastity consequently promises to avoid the immediate
causes of losing it, nevertheless our Father St. Francis, desirous
that this vow should be kept with more purity, imposed a special
precept to avoid the conversation and company of women, which
the other Orders do not have. The friar, the said Navarro continues, who has familiar association and conversation with women,
with whom he either causes scandal or exposes himself to probable
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danger of losing his chastity, sins mortally against this precept of
the Rule. Ani San Buenaventura, ch. I I, all the ancient exegetes,
and Cordoba, Quaest. v, Conda I and below. The same Navarro
says, along with the exegetes cited: Suspicious company and conversation with women with regard to whom the friar knows that
he is. placed in danger of falling, or that there is sufficient occasion
for those who see this to be scandalized and consider him incautious about his chastity.
Taking the foregoing for granted, if, for one thing, we contemplate the solitude and liberty that each of us has in his mission,
and that as religious we do not cease to be fragile men, and, for
another thing, the extreme exertion which the devil puts forth to
deprive the friar of so important a virtue, together with the great
facility with which many women of these lands condescend to any
indecent suggestion, their lack of modesty, and the fact that if they
even have any hope of an enduring affair to their material interest,
they offer themselves voluntarily, or others offer them; if this is
true, I say, let us no longer consider women frequenting convents,
or we their houses, a remote occasion for loss of chastity. Being
on familiar terms with them, affable, and sometimes jesting conversations with them, and much less their living with us and
within the convents and being at our free disposition, all this we
must avoid without regard to any pretext whatsoever, by virtue of
the said precept of our Rule. And if anyone should reply that he
has come to no harm on many such occasions, and that the dangers
are therefore remote in his case, despite such great stringency as
someone perhaps may think it, at the same time that efforts are
being made to remove dangerous occasions the necessity that can
occur and be succored without such great peril is heeded. The
friar who because of chronic illness or other serious cause may need
an old woman to attend him is permitted to have her under the
indispensable condition that in orderto take her into his convent
he must frankly inform our Reverend Father Custos, or me or my
successor, stating the quality of the said woman, her name and
surname, if she has one, her age and customs, her family, the
place of her birth, that of her dwelling, so that the prelate may see
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whether she is in any way suspect or not.· And I strictly order those
who may have such assistance at the present time, even though it
may be with my permission or that of our Reverend Father Custos,
to remit to me at once the said report concerning them, stating also
whether the women are alone or accompanied by some female
relatives, and if they are so accompanied, they shall give the same
details about each of her companions and in the same way as'
about the principals.
This is, my Fathers, what I, in the name of and with all the
authority of our Reverend Father Custos Fray Francisco Atanasio
Dominguez, state, order, and command to each and every one of
your Reverences in this letter patent, signed by my hand and
name and countersigned by the undersigned secretary.
And in order that it may come to the attention of all your
Reverences and you may have it for your guidance, I order that
it is to go from mission to mission according to the circuit in the
margin, a copy to be recorded at each in the book of patents within
the period of one day, and from the last [be returned?]
Issued at this mission of San Ildefonso on the seventeenth day
of the month of August of the year 1777. Fray Silvestre VeIez
Escalante, Vice-Custos. By order of his Paternity, Fray Carlos de
Velasco, pro-secretary.

NOTES
I. For a summary of the known facts about Velez de Escalante's life,
see E. B. Adams, "Fray Silvestre and the Obstinate Hopi," NMHR, Vol.
38 (196 3), pp. 97- 138.
2. See "Writings," pp. 333-35, infra. The Biblioteca Nacional original of the Extracto de Noticias, edited with an introduction and annotations by Adams, is scheduled for publication in the Biblioteca Hist6rica
Mexicana de Obras Ineditas of Jose Porrua e Hijos, Sues., Mexico, D. F.
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3. A. Chavez, Archives of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe, 1678-1900
(Washington,D.C., 1957). "Patentes were the official letters from Franciscan major Superiors, such as the Commissary General of the Indies, the
Minister Provincial . . . and the local Custos or the Vice-Custos in
charge." Ibid., p. 149.
4- Patente, Santa Fe, April 17, 1777. Chavez, p. 164' Rather than
wait for the annual cordon, Fr. Dominguez left for El Paso on May 5
with Don Diego Borica, who had been summoned by the Commandant
Inspector of the Interior Provinces Croix. Dominguez to Provincial Murillo, El Paso, May 21, 1777. E. B. Adams and A. Chavez, The Missions of
New Mexico, 1776 (Albuquerque, 1956), pp. 293-94.
5. Cf. Chavez, p. 157·
6. Ibid.
7. Fray Pedro Navarro, Exposici6n de la Regia de Nuestro Padre
San Francisco (Madrid, 1636). There were copies of this in the library
of the Custody. Adams and Chavez, p. 231.
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WRITINGS OF FRAY SILVESTRE VELEZ DE ESCALANTE

Letter to Fray Fernando Antonio G6mez, Zuni, August IS, 1775. MSS.
Archivo General de la Naci6n, Mexico, (AGM), Historia, tomo
52, expo 14; Edward E. Ayer Collection, Newberry Library, Chicago.
English translation in Eleanor B. Adams and Fray Angelico Chavez,
The Missions of New Mexico, 1776 (Albuquerque, 1956), pp.
302-05. (This letter mentions two earlier letters to G6mez which
have not been found.)
Letter to Governor Pedro Fermin de Mendinueta, Zuni, October 2S, 1775.
MSS. AGM, Historia, tomo 25; Biblioteca Nacional, Mexico,
(BNM), leg. 10, nos. 28a and 61; Archivo General de Indias,
Sevilla, (AGI), Audiencia de Guadalajara, leg. 517 (104-6-19);
Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley. English translation in A. B. Thomas, Forgotten Frontiers, a Study of the Spanish Indian Policy of Don Juan Bautista de Anza, Governor of New
Mexico, 1777-1787 (Norman, Oklahoma, 1932), pp. 150-58.
Letter to Fray Fernando Antonio G6mez, Zuni, November 7, 1775, with a
copy of the letter to Mendinueta of October 28. MSS. BNM, leg.
10, no. 19; Ayer Collection. English translation (incomplete) in
H. S. Auerbach, Father Escalante's Journal with Related Documents
(Utah Historical Quarterly, vol. II, 1943), pp. 15-23.
Letter to Fray Isidro Murillo, April 30, 1776, with a copy of the Diary of
his journey to Moqui [Hopi] during June and July, 1775. MSS.
AGM, Historia, tomo 25; BNM, leg. 10, no. 28a (Diary only);
AGI, Audiencia de Guadalajara 5 I 7, 154-7-16. Published in P. Otto
Maas, O.P.M., Viajes de misioneros franciscanos a la conquista del
Nuevo Mexico (Sevilla, 1915), pp. 64-80. English translation in
E. B. Adams, "Fray Silvestre and the Obstinate Hopi," NMHR, vol.
38 (1963), pp. I I 8-38. Summary in Auerbach, pp. 1-14.
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Letter to Fray Isidro Murillo, Zuni. May 16, 1776. MSS. BNM, leg. 10,
nos. 28a, 61; AGI, Audiencia de Guadalajara, leg. 517, [Indiferente]
154-7-16. Published in Maas, pp. 81-88. English translation in
Thomas, pp. 158-66.
Letter to Fray Isidro Murillo, Zuni, May 21, 1776. MS. BNM, leg. 10, no.
25 (original). English translation in Adams and Chavez, pp. 305-07.
Letter to Fray Isidro Murillo, Santa Fe, July 29, 1776. MSS. BNM, leg.
10, no. 32; AGI 154-7-16. Published in Maas, pp. 89-90' English
translation ~n Adams and Chavez, pp. 3°7-08.
Letter to Governor Pedro Fermtn de Mendinueta, Zuni, November 25,
1776. (With Fray Francisco Atanasio Dominguez.) AGM, Historia, tomo 52, expo 9 (original); AGI, Audiencia de Guadalajara,
leg. 516. English translation in Adams and Chavez, pp. 286-89.
(This letter was signed by Dominguez and Velez de Escalante. An
almost identical letter of the same date, also in AGM, Historia,
tomo 52, expo 9, has the signature of Dominguez only. This is the
one translated by Adams and Chavez.)
Route and Diary, July 29~ 1776 to January 3, 1777. (With Fray Francisco
Atanasio Dominguez.) MSS. AGM, Historia tomos 26, 62; AGI,
Audiencia de Guadalajara, leg. 516, [Indiferente] 154-7-16; Biblioteca del Palacio, Madrid; Biblioteca del Ministerio de Asuntos
Exteriores, Madrid; Biblioteca de la Real Academia de la Historia,
Madrid; British Museum, London; Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris;
Ayer Collection; Bancroft Library; Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. Published in Documentos para la historia de Mexico,
Segunda serie, tomo I (Mexico, 1854), pp. 375-558; Maas, pp.
98-138 (incomplete). English translations: W. R. Harris, T~e
Catholic Church in Utah (Salt Lake City, 1909); Auerbach; H. E.
Bolton, Pageant in the Wilderness (Utah Historical Quarterly, vol.
18, 1950).
Patente, San Ildefonso, August 17, 1777. MS. Archives of the Archdiocese
of Santa Fe, N.M. English translation in E. B. Adams, ed., "Letter
to the Missionaries of New Mexico," NMHR, vol. 40 (1965), pp.
3 19-3 2.
Letter to Fray Juan Agustin Morfi, Santa Fe, ApriL 2, 1778. MSS. BNM,
leg. 3, no. I; AGM, Historia, tomo 2; Archivo General del Ministerio de Hacienda; Real Academia de la Historiai Ayer Collection.
Published in Documentos para La historia de Mexico, Tercera serie,
vol. I (Mexico, 1856), pp. 113-26; Documentos para servir a la
historia del Nuevo Mexico (Colecci6n Chimalistac de Libras y
documentos acerca de la Nueva Espana, vol. 13, Madrid, 1962),
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pp. 3°5-24. English translations: In Land of Sunshine, March and
April 1900, pp. 274, 309; R. E. Twitchell, The Spanish Archives
of New Mexico (Cedar Rapids, 1914), vol. 2, pp. 267-80.
Extracto de Noticias. MSS. AGM, Historia, tomo 2 (incomplete); BNM,_
leg. 3, no. I (original); Archivo General del Ministerio de Hacienda
(incomplete); Real Academia de la Historia (incomplete). Published in Documentos para la historia de Mexico, Tercera sede,
vol. I, pp. 127-2°9 (incomplete); Documentos para servir a la historia del Nuevo Mexico, pp. 324-459 (incomplete); to be published
in Biblioteca Hist6rica Mexicana de obras ineditas (Jose Porrua e
Hijos, Sues., Mexico, D. F.) edited with an introduction and annotations by E. B. Adams from the original in the Biblioteca
Nacional, Mexico.
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to be noted ...

4IOne of the more useful items to corne across the Editor's desk isa
little monthly called New Mexico Book News, edited by Jack D. Rittenhouse of the Stagecoach Press. As stated in Volume I, No. I, October
1964, its "aim is to be the 'publication of record' on New Mexico literature: reporting each month on: all available new.books and pamphlets about
the state." Mr. Rittenhouse also notes articles in a wide range of periodicals. Other regular features include "Sources of Maps," "EI Camino del
Libro," a sort of personals column ·to· keep us up to date on literary events
and personalities,· and surveys of special subjects from cook books to· rare
books. New Mexico Book News is well worth the subscription price Of$2
per year, and those interested can address their orders to P.O. Box 921,
Santa Fe, N.M. 87501.
.
~ The Arizona Pioneers' Historical Society has published a useful
reference book entitled Sources & Readings in ArizonaHistory: A Checklist of literature concerning Arizona's Past (Tucson; 1965), edited by
Andrew Wallace, Editor of the Journal of Arizona History. The bibliog~
raphy is divided into fifteen parts,with introductory essays by the specialists responsible for compiling the listings in each.
.
~ Alwyn Barr has edited Charles Porter's Account of the Confederate
Attempt to Seize Arizona and New Mexico (Austin: The Peillberton
Press, 1964). "Actually, because of its rather vitriolic nature in places,
Porter's narrative adds more heat than light to a discussion of New Mexico during 1862. . . . Yet in Porter's favor it must be said that his opinions
seem to have been generally honest ones, lacking more in moderation than
veracity."
~The English Westerners' Society, founded in Liverpool November
1954, presents a collection of nine papers on American frontier history:
The English Westerners' LOth Anniversary Publication (London, 1964).
Among the contributors is Philip J. Rasch, "He Rode with the Kid: The
Life of Tom Pickett."

',." .tJ The March 1965 issue of Southwestern Lqrej,theofficialpublication:
of .T:he .Colorado. Archaeological Society, . contains "A Brief History, of, the:
SOllthern Utes" by. Alberf H. Schr()eder. After ;reviewing the historic:ah
data concerning these Indians from . the· seventeenth. to. thenineteenth~
century, Schroeder conclude~; "'~he shifts in raiding patterns );md terE'
ritorial gains, as well as aboriginal alliances; were triggered byaborigirial;
causes and seem to have had little relation to Spanish,Mexican,and
American period occupations. The southward. retreat of the Jicarillas in the:
fac:eof Comanche' pressures, the Southern Ute shiftJrom a.Comanche to a,
Jicarillaallianceand thePlains"Moache hostilities that followed; and the
southern expansion of,Capotes and Moaches into ,New Mexico during"
the 1700'S and early 1800'S ,an appear tohave'been'the result of aboriginaL
pressures. . ; . Intertribal, conflict seems to have been .oblivious ,Of ;the.,
presence of the Spaniards and Arnerica:fls, aside from. competition for:horsef'
.
an d guns.'"
;"

'J Another archaeologist whomakes~dvanta:geotis'use ofdocumentary'1
sources is Gordon Vivian. Excavations in a 17th-Century Jumario Pueblo';
Gran Quivira (Washington" D,:C.;, Archeological Research Series Number Eight, U.S. Department of the:lnteribr, 196:,0 is a splendidaccoUIit
of the excavations he directed at Gran' QuiVira National: Monument in'
1951 combined with careful studyofthe available historicalniat~rial. Weir,
written and handsomely printed i1I1d illustrated, it should satisfy the ie~:
quirements of both specialists and Ia:ymert. N~vertheless, one enthusiastic'
reader wou!d:liketoentertl comphlirit: This is a book to'keep.' The large'
magazine format and paper cover present serious problems in shelving
and preserving it. We are inclined to feel that the designer could have
achieved something equally attractive and far less perishable for approximately the same outlay. Copies may be ordered from the Superintendent of Documents, Govem~ent Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402,
at $1.25 each.
~ Number 13 in the Series of Keepsakes issued by the Friends of the
Bancroft Library for its Members is another well-deserved tribute to "a
man at once very simple and ext):emely complex in character," a dedicated
scholar and a very human being, George P. Hammond. GPH: An Informal
Record (Berkeley, 1965), beautifully designed and printed by Lawton
and Alfred Kennedy, contains contributions by nine of GPH's friends and
colleagues illuminating various aspects of his life and career. In "Remarks
on the Occasion of the Serra. Award" France V. Scholes reminds us of
Hammond's eleven. years of devoted service to the University of New
Mexico: "Without question, George. Hammond deserves credit for the
establishment on a sqund basis of the regional program of research and
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advanced study 'that to" this day :has'been a; :distihctive featU1:e of the
University curriculum., . . . If the,New Mexiq.ohistory departmerit today
enjoys some reputation as a center for the study'ofLatin Anierkan"his-~
tory, this also may be attributed in no small, measure to theorientation'~
that he gave to departmental course offerings;- In ,the, formation of the
collection of archivaland other documentary ~ources for Western' American'
and Hispanic American history. in the University. Library: he:played a'
major role. His enthusiasm and zeal in ,this respect'may be illu~trated by
the fact' ... that he often spent- days arid entire weekends . j . ;ma:king 'I
enlargement' prints from micro6.lm facsimiles, of documentation in Spanish "
agd Mexican archives. And finally, during·the,se yearsas a teacher 'and,
administrator at New Mexico, he supervised the pniparation of important"
vohimes of the QuiviraSociety Publications; inaugurated in 1940 ,the,
Coronado Cuarto Centennial. Series, :and personally edited two' volumes
of this Series." The "keepsake" also includes a useful list of Hammond's';
p~blications, .and closes with, "GPH',s. first App~a~ance.inPri~t: Impressions ofSpainin 1923.''.,
."
, ' , . :",
. "
'lWe have.just,receivec:l:the;sad news ofthe death of the,M~xicaIi.
scholar~rofe~sor,Guille~oS. Fernandez ,de Recas onJune:14, 1965., He.
had recently sucq~eded Dr.:.Manuel Alcala as Director of the I~ibli9teca
NacionaL .Fernandez de Becas' latest book, M ayor,azgos de ltl N :ue:v,~Espaiia,
(Mexico, 1965), the 'tenth volume. of:the bibliographi<!al,series;Pllblished
by the. Instituto Bibliogra6.co Mexic:p1.o;,,' contains. documellts on,the
11Ulyorazgos of the family of tl:teqonqueror of Ne:vMexic,o,.Jllan'de OMte•.
i
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WARRIORS OF THE COLORADO: THE YUMAS OF THE QUECHAN NATH)N
AND THEIR 'NEIGHBORS. By Jack D. Forbes. Norman: University of
. <OklahomaPress,I965~ Pp.xxii, 378. IndeX, bibliog., maps, iUus. $5.95.

THIS

WORK

is clifficult to assess. Forbes's attempt to portray the history of

th~ lower Colorado River region is commendable, though many will dis-

agree with his'interpretation of the part played by the Yumas in affecting 'the course 'of events prior to the late 1700'S. Other readers either will
be confused by the extreme detail, (often irrelevant), concerned by the
lack of ref~rence to a nu~ber of pertinent sources, or confounded by
Forb~s;s attern'ptsto correlate hypotheses upon. which archeologists and
historians cannot agree. The book is too detailed for the lay reader and
contains'tbo many contradictions for the specialist. On the other hand,
Forbes dOes present new material from documentary sources. ,
One gets the impression that the manuscript was prepared from amass
of annotated notes, including technical jargon, that were not fully digested
by th~' author. IftheUriiversity of Okl~homa Press referred the manuscript
to a reader, who might have caught many of the weaknesses that mar this
publication, the results do not show it.
The opening chapter attempts to present the prehistoric background of
the tuman-speaking groups ~16ng and on either side of the lower Colorado
River. Forbes employs an archeological term (Ootam), which DiPeso
coined to apply to prehistoric' developments of southeastern Arizona, and
uses it to refer toPiman-speakers of southern Arizona and Sonora in later
thapters. In addition, not being familiar with the fallaCy of DiPeso's dating
of iheappearance of the prehistoric Hohokam in southern Arizona, Forbes's
attempt to reconcile DiPeso's dates with others generally accepted, as they
reIateto Yumanprehistory, fails miserablt His discussions and bibliography
lack any reference to' pertinent data from excavations at Snaketown and
Willow Beach, the description and distribution of Lower Colorado Buff
Ware on the'Coloradb, and the survey of the Painted Rocks area near Gila
Bend. It is unfortunate that Forbes did not present the way of life of the
prehistoric Yuman-speaking ancestors as known from archeology rather
than involve himself in the details of controversial hypotheses. As the
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~'presentation stands;~itcontainsmuch•.. archeological.' ~,misinforinati~~and
tradition and·practica:IIy nothing.on·the way of life in prehistoric times; .
.~The second chapter supposedly deakwith the Yuma way of life in,historic, times" based primarily on documentary evidence. However,' Forbes's
wide use of the term Quechan (Yuma) masks'the names of- the ethnic
group or groups involved and ,destroys the value of the descriptions· based
"Oil' documentary material: In his preface Forbes'states that his use of the
term Quechan refers to the Yumas (an ethnic group), yet he glibly uses
:this(termto refer to alL of: theYuman"speakers; including th6seon· the
·,Gila:River.Asa~esult, the distinction between the Yuma way of life.and
.other,Yuman groups iSi:bound in a,; fog. The :writing iii this chapter .is
.erratic, contains many Yuman· terms; and exhibits several questionable
. statements' such as Apaches, who were ,at the very least over 240 miles' to
the east of the Colorado River, being allied with the "Quechim.League"
on· the river and implying that. the Quechansfmstrated Spanish expansion
, 'west for 300 years.:
.
.
'.
JI The,thirdchapter, concerned. with early Spanish expeditions into the area
,ofinterest, resurrects the old myth of a friar's' entry into' the Southwest in
r 538 as though it were fact, uses the Spanish term for interpreter as a
tribal,name,fails to. mention -basic sources: that workedoufm~myof the
historical details (such as Ives's r959 study of Diaz'r 540 route west of the
10:werGoloradowhich is mOre -acceptable than !Forbes's reconstruction),
'makes use ofdocumentarysources'writtel1 m~ny years after the fact upon
wnichForbes, develops new themes arid: ideas.ppposed to the statements
o.of contemporary sources, places: the'Yumas ,on the. Colorado Rivet prior Jo
r700, and even suggests that one;groupof Spaniards.goiriguptheColora~o
':turned back for·fear.of getting lost following this stream:· , . . ,
Spanish relations with Piman-speaking peoples of Sonora-are coverediI).
the next chapter; but ethnic 'identities are hidden urider the term Ootam.
Co~tacts withYumansalso are discussed~ Statements here contradict others
'i.

ikfdi~~t~r's~~~~ ~~"~eII;,a~~~i~hiI).":this·cli_~'ptei. '~6rbe~' ti,a9s1~~e~"ii~as,asde
terrados" (flat-roofed

libuses) '6f·the'Pirh'ans '6f

Sohora into "teIT'aced

.::??1J~e~.;:, H~....al~?iin~~r~.}p~1f~7;·~J?:~P1i~r9~:o~e.1~.Il~t:~?1~· ..t,<;}.~~n@gef~he

Qq.el;h,(ul,s, bl,lt f<lciI~:tq; po~p,tpvt~~~t.,by:.t1J.e ..tiJ.Pe invoJveq" die Jate}60o'cs,
·~j~<~$J>~ria~~s ~~4~'pply ,yist~~4" th,e' :Xp~a~s, 1?r,i,e$y J~:'I 540 ~ndi)q.'?4~95.

,Tl,J.e ,fifth ~nd sixtb::.sP~PJe~s.st~p~.:o.l}!.:\in~'S:,?IW~S.hto .tt.~~:,.:.p~e<:~q\~g.
:;§p,<;lp:ish<YHIIl;~Il~; <;01;ta<:.ts;<?L.t.he .• 1,7'79.'~:;ag~;\th(l;·:·XJ.p:nik}evol~: of,. r7~,I;:ilIe
:,w~JI,p~~senJt;d,,;.~f,lcl.;FQ:i~e~clr~:'Y.~,'h~a,yHy:.i OI).;J?pJtopy and:9t.l:J.~r :w~~liIffiR~n
:l[~our~es;~ '~<~:~;." 2,;{:;:
-~,..~ .. ,; ·:;F.1;F:5, ,).~ ii:'" '!~: ;~#1:3,::';"S'::' i:'\,,,~l . - ~',. :~,:> .-¢'i"~;.; r'.~\:"?l'/" ;-;::.,
·,.o-);L:Gh~pter ~ven .deals '.with,theperi6dafter the;;revo!tto, th~late 1\1e",iqlri
.pedod:.:aiio"is;,;m:lFre&.lby",·several ~inaccurai:e ; statements•. ;Fprbes.·.·sllgg~sts
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:~, that the,¥umas,beganunremitting warfare against tribes ,on. the Gila' Rhz~r'

after the revolt.. Father Kino,however,'p<)inted out ·this'situation existed at
<le'ast as early as about 1700. Forbes also suggests that Apaches attaCked
c' in,the Gila Bend area and erroneously gives the:date of the 'I82~ American.
.,trapping; party on the.:Colorado:as . i 827.
:
The next chapter details:theinany:trips'made in and about the low~r
:, Colorado during the Mexican period;'\some of which are space fillers. The·
"dates of~he Pattie, episodes again are'coilfused; and Forbes accepts the·pres':(ence oLFiaeQ, and Gervais and their trapping: party on the BillWilliains
: Fork even though Favour in 1936 pointed out that this group was recorded
:ion: th,e Green River far··to ,the I10rth at this same time; Many, iiages .are
:'devoted to the missions of southern· California in the 1830'S and '1840'S,
["apparently as a filler due to a·lackofdocumentationon'affairsof this period
on the. ColoradQ,
. , '., .,
.
:';"; .'Th~ last· 'chapter, deals c, with 'Forty-niner con.~acts :with Yumans, army
scouts in the region, and the establishment of Camp Yuma in the early
!';'I 850's, derived I. most!y ..from pUblished journals, ,bringing to a close the
...·history,of HispancrMexican contacts. with the Yumans of the lower Colo,: rado River and neighboring, areas.~\.
":, . Though' Forbes. brings out new data, one will have to continue to: refer
,'",to Bolton and other works for :the .major trends'in this region. "Thematic
·:Changes in ¥uman Warfare" by Dpbyns, Ezell, Jones, .and·Ezell (1957),
:<L'!.eutlein's .. translation>: C1 949}· '.of . 'Pfeffer,korn's" description 'of Sonora
AJ(w-hich included.·the.:Jegion.:north. to' the Gila. River), 'and" Ezell's "His':'panic; AcclilturationoLihe Gila"Rivei'Pimas" (1961 ) are ~ome :ofthe
0pertinen1:works,:that Forbes did not consult.
.
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there is only a faint clue as to how this national hero developed the traits
of the perennial bachelor which may have had some bearing upon his later
misfortune.
.
.On the whole, the description of Jefferson's "Grand Design" from ·the
first faint flashes of his brain or first scratches from his pen to its acceptance
by Congress is adequate. There is mention of the misconception as to a
narrow continent but no explanation, a point which, though negative, was
by no means negligible in its import. Nor is there a casual reference as to
whether the apocryphal accounts of earlier explorations mayor may not
have influenced the third President. Less pardonable is the oversight of
which this author is by no means alone guilty, the failure to respond to
the challenge which Frederick J. Teggart over a half century ago posed to
subsequent researchers on Lewis and Clark. In his prospectus he urged
scholars to ferret out the possible connection between the projects of the
Missouri traders between 1792 and 1796 and the designs for American
ventures. Truteau, Evans, and Mackay are all casually mentioned by DilIon
but only the first is cited in the index.
.. Keeping the spotlight on Lewis, the expedition is presented interestingly
and effectively from the blueprint stages, through its outfitting and organization, and from its departure from St. Louis in April 1804 to its return
in September 1806. His capable leadership, his skilI as negotiator with
Indians, his conscientious researches, his faithfulness as a chronicler stand
out prominently in the narrative.
Technically the suggestion that Jefferson's letter of credit to be used by
Lewis read like. a blank check is correct, but the possibility that it could
have unplugged a horn of plenty in the wilderness or at the mouth of the
Columbia was very remote. Despite the fact that one scholar and several
writers have thoroughly discredited the assumption that Sacajawea ever
acted as a guide to the expedition, one might stilI get that impression from
this book. The element of false image is not nearly so serious as the fact
that such miscasting obscures the true role of this humble Indian girl-that
of the "Gentle Tamer"-which function, inconspicuous as it may seem, was
by no. means inconsequential or insignificant, particularly not on the
frontier.
The appraisal of the expedition as given in the introduction and the summation which appears in a later chapter ar~ sound but cursory and inadequate. The degree towhich Lewis and Clark contributed to the myth
of the "Great American Desert," the importance of the journals to taxonomy, the new vistas which were opened not only to Americans but peoples of the world and the impact these had upon culture and diplomacy
can be surmised but are not clearly delineated.
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Primary sources were exploited more extensively than the monographic.
literature, Assistance given by a large number of competent scholars is
graciously acknowledged, but there is no evidence of any comrimnication
with Yale University under whose auspices Ernest S. Osgood published
The Field Notes of Captain William Clark in 1964'
The last three chapters are-good descriptions of the adulation, with a little
disparagement mixed in, which the hero received on his return,of his
frustrating experiences as governor of Upper Louisiana, and of the circumstances which attended his death on the Natchez Trace. These were
as mysterious and unsolved as those in the assassinations of Abraham
Lincoln and John F.Kennedy.

Washington State University

HERMAN J. DEUTSCH

THE MOUNTAIN MEN AND THE FUR TRADE OF THE FAR WEST. Edited by
LeRoy R. Hafen. Glendale: The Arthur H. Clark Company, 1965. Pp.
397. lUus., map. $14.50.
.
.
EVALUATION of this volume is diffiCult,· inasmuch as it is announced as
merely the first· ofa series of volumes, all ·under the same general title.
Each is to consist of an "appropriate introductory monograph" on the fur
trade or some related subject and from twenty to fifty biographies of "some
400 individual Mountain Men," each by a recognized authority. The term
"Mountain Men" will be applied broadly, to include not merely trappers
in the mountains but also fur traders in general "in the Upper Missouri
Region, in the Southwest, and in the Oregon country." Since the "introductory monograph" occupies nearly half the volume and only twenty
biographies are included, a total of at least nine volumes will be necessary
to present the announced number of biographies. 'These volumes will be
issued at intervals of approximately six months and the final volume will
include an index to the entire series.
The volume· under consideration appropriately begins with a welldocumented "Brief History of the Fur Trade of the Far West." No such
appropriateness, however, can be detected in the score of biographical
sketches which follow and which have in common only the relative unimportance of their subjects. They include n\lne of the top figures either
among the organizers and managers of the principal fur companies or
among the free trappers - no William H. Ashley, Jedediah Smith, Kenneth McKenzie, Jim Bridger, Kit Carson, Or Ewing Young, not a single
Chouteau, but two exceedingly obscure Sublettes. Several of the biographical subjects are included primarily. or entirely because of their. as-
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,,sociationswith>dmportandigures outside the '-fur" trade; such as, 'William
.Clark's'protege Jean' Baptiste' Charbonneau'and Francis'Parkman's guide
,~Henry Chatillon;':.GabrieI,' Franchere's, ,'title . as ;'~inioimtain man'.'was
,achieved,' apparently, through' his alithorshipof the'firstpublished'volume
, on the Astoria enterprise; The two'Subleftes'principal or bnly importance
;.was that-they, were brothers of: the ,:two'really', iniportant Sublettes; Jimmy
Daugherty's claim todistil1ctionis that he was believed to 'have been, murdered by' a: MexicamheIper; 'It could; of' course,' be argued ,that,' the more
;6bscure,mountain'menare the very ones who should 'be included in such ,
',a,'biographicalcollection but: a large part of those ,treated', herein, !such as
]amesClyman;CharlesLarpenteur;Joseph 1. Meek,and G~oige' Nidever,
either left their, reminiscences or have' already been the subject of 'bia, graphical treatment.. One would-think' that such" an' introductory 'volume
should include at least a few really important fur'tradefigures. The bia,- graphies which come ' clqsesL to justifying themselves,' for one ,reason'or
. another; are those of ,Manuel' Alvarez/cNewMexic,an, merchant and politi'; cian,the,fabulous free trapper Mark Head, who was .killed in the Taos
insurrection;. and Charles Town,:trader with the Utes and: victim of the
'Apache. An inconsistency in the documentation mightalsobe noted; sOme
sketches, are fully footnoted while others '-are equipped only with; a bib,-liography..,
,
-.one cannot but wonder what monographs will preface the other volumes
" and whetherany'attempt will be made,to coordinate them with the sub,sequent.biographical sketches."
'"
,~,~_A;biographicardictionary
,bf the Western ' fur 'trade could: be" useful,
, but, that its usefulness ~illbe sufficient to justify the projected series ,'of
,nine or more 'volumes at$i 4';56 per vol~me is open to questiol1oThe' larger
.libraries; par,ticularly those'which'~mphasize Western history, willptobably ,
JeeLit 'necessarytojnvest in'the series, but smaller Iibraries,andindiyiduals
,rnay.weU,'hesitate. ~Jliq,entsof;,Western'histqryand particularly of the-fur
,:tradejwill,:await, subsequentvolumes.¢vith,interesr.," :',': ',,'
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Icrestoration of 'realism~:in: western'. romance, Which' hasY·been;'·he"fee1s; ·dis· torted and discredited by "gilders. '-"" serilimentalizers,.glal1l 0rizers c ••. ,"
·:the University ofOl{lahoma Press through its·Westem.,Froniier Library,
., and: others. He is· not· interested in 'correcti~g :the historical 'errors: intra"duced by the Ash Upsons and:The Police' Gazette type journals. Nor is he
· interested· in analyzing' these accounts iIi an effort to understand, the early
image of the West, the mindofthe people ofthe 'early twentieth .c~ntury,
: or any other similar academic pursuit. His intention is todiie'ctthe ieadel!s'
· attentjon to sevenil.of the West's men' who had·: firm ethicaL,standards,
.,maintained .their, peculiar. identities, and:. warrant recognition..'They were
.':goodrrien"; the fused"adjective and the noun .conveys much obhe author's
.~~

.

.

The book includes short biographies, of ten men who the author. feltITI.~y
be less known. than they deserve. His selection included George Ruxton,
:Washakie, Poitugee .Phillips, $nowshoeThompson,and other characters
farniliarto, but perhaps 'slighted. by.,:western·historians.Genealogical data
· isininimized.·;Moments 6£ crisis and .courage are recounted in vivid detail
and other relevant fragments are. appended to each biography,sel!Ving ;to
;.give the -reader, broa~er perspective that might not otherwise :be available.
Forex~mple, ValentineMcGillYGuddy~whoappears to·be :Mr. Schaefer's
favorite subjeCt amo'ilg those "goodmen"-rises out of the text~.'-as.; an
. amazing character who didabout~11 there .was to do in the .northern-Great
· Plains of the late. nineteenth century' and met most of. the.contemporary
first magnitude figures. He met George Custel!;·John We~ley gowell; oRich.ard·Irving Dodge; -Red ·Cloud,'.;George Crook" Bill ,Cody, -BUL Hickok,
:Mare·us B.eno, Crazy' Horse, Carl Schurz, and 'apparently many others,He
was, a, doctor, sUr\Teyor;. Indian.agent,banker,organizer of -a'hydroelectric
:power company, collegepresident,and.performed in other capacities;;ln so
> doing ,he. dearly contributed to ·the change which.occurred in: the' West.. In
',some ways .McGillycuddy·personified;.. this ..changing:West:-whereas "the
over-romanticized badguYcmade ..the. transition.,oI).ly :in. the.inaccurate·, re)il.tiQI}Self.~mplifie.d.byJ:I?llywood's products. Clearly McGillycu4c;lY,Rer"~eived ~iglit, f~ught''for'it, and almost always succeeded. The sani.'e 'pattern
prevails, perhaps toa lesser degree, from the biography of Grizzly Adams

,,~Jtq~t be.~i.?~in.g,o~ the J)(~9kc;t9th~t ()f ~!~~~oB~;,~!~t. th.~.:~P~·. G~;.,th~,j~ur
./~fe·~~l:: of ~h~~~\ind!~~~~~,!s.:~BB~f.r-.to'.l>5 .~s~F~spah'..;';v,arJ1']J~~nd9~st~~ct as
'the author must feel the West itself. to be'.
.... : " ..
The style of the ·book is informal. The major subdivisions within the
r~Ssl!Y§,,;ee.flr e~~ilY,;:!lnd,it.h~: p~()gr~ss.i,oq()f~~say:s;:are,a.1Lcle.,uly:fQrmalized
:.s~:t.MfJh~ . aj.Ith9r'~,;ide.a,s.;a~(tithese.siare.~n6t. obscured. iu"unnecessary;!ways.
;;;Fhe informality .'occurs",within"tli'e nparagraphs;,;::l'oo frequen'dy,:for,,; this
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historian's taste the style appears to be a sort of a combination of eastern
idea transfers and imprecise western terminology. "Tough hombres,"
"waddies," ,and chara~ters who, were a "miie peculiar" salt the text with
regularity. Also phrases and clauses are employed as sentences, 'and ,expletives three or four,times per page in an effort to add flavor and emphasis.
The author has not taken similar liberties with' historical information. Although most historians would be hard pressed to know intimately the
figures within this diverse group, the facts seem to be correct and scrupu,
lously observed by Mr. Schaefer.
All things considered the book is interesting and amusing. Jack Schaefer
has successfully demonstrated that romance and reality fused in the lives
of at least ten westerners; there was and is no need to fabricate romantic
figurines. Most noteworthy is the fact that the author has a great sense
of humor and a gift 6f tqmsmittingthis humor. Historians interested in
locating some lively and 'true items can do so. Index,' footnotes, and
bibliography have been' omitted, however. '

Colorado State University
,

CHARLES

J. BAYARD

,

THE SOUTHWEST OF JOHN HORTON SLAUGHTER, 1841-1922. By Allen A.
Erwin. Glendale: Arthur H. Clark Co., 1965' Pp. 368. lIIus., maps,
"
bibliog., index. $1 I .00.
DISPLAYING the sagaCity and tenacity of Charles Siringo, author of The
Cowboy Detective, in ferreting out the misdeeds of cattle and ore thieves,
Allen A. Erwin has done a superb job of researc;hing and a splendid bit.of
writing in The Southwest of}ohn H. Slaughter, I84i-I922. Volume X of
W fistern Frontiersman Series, and dedicated to Captain Burton C. Moss~
man, "of the Arizona Rangers," who was for many years, a resident of
Roswell, New Mexico, whose life story is 'told in Cap Mossman, Lastqf
the Great Cowmen, by Frazier Hunt, the Slaughter book contains an interesting foreword about' the volume itself, written' by, the late William
McLeod Raine, perhaps his last bit of writing, and a foreword about'the
a'uthor,written by Ramon F. Adams, famed in ~outhwestern]jteraturefor
several books, among them, Six Guns and Saddle Leather, The Rampaging
'
'
Herd, and Burrs Under the Blanket.
Taking up the scent of the trail in Texas, where John Horton Slaughter
was born in 1841;' Erwin traces Slaughter's footsteps through Texas,
through the Seven Rivers country, then in Lincoln Comity, New Mexico,
and finally, to the Arizona-Mexican, border where' Slaughter established
the San Bernardino Ranch, ran cattle for forty years; and achieved much
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as a law enforcement officer. In a country infested by outlaws, it was
inevitable that a reluctant John Slaughter would be persuaded to become
a candidate for sheriff of Cochise County. He was e~ected to that office on
a law and order platform in 1886, and reelected in 1888. While sheriff it
was not surprising, although .somewhat unfortunate, that Slaughter, as
was the custom of the clay, . availed himself of the opportunity to pin
deputy sheriffs( b~dges ()n Burt Alvord, Billy S~iles, and other men handy
with·it gun, notwithstanding the ·fact that· they' were well known in the
community to: have reputations gescriged as being a "cross between a
deputy sheriff and an outlaw."
.
Weighing all of the many facts recited concerning his private life and
official career, Slaughter dOes not emerge from Erwin's book as a particularly attractive character with definite claim to distinction as an outstanding
law enforcement office!; with an assured place in the Southwest's Hall of
Fame. The author 'covers' extensive territory in his book, and ties Slaughter
in with' ihemainstteam of events over a long period' of time. Slaughter,
according to Erwin, in dealing with outlaws and hunting them down, relied to some extent on intuition, a ratherdangercius ingredient in a tight
place. A frontier sheriff endowed ,with extrasensory perception is a novelty
in the lore of law officers in the southwest, and in this particular area the
author strikes an entirely newahd interesting note.
.
. All in all Erwin .has written.: a book whiclJ.·\Vill prove- of much value as
a historical summatioq of all, imp~rtant era in the southwest.

a

Albuquerque, N.M. :

.

W, A.

KELEHER
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THE ESTABLisHilE~~;of a Il}useum to pre~erV~' ahd' display items
of his'totiCal:inier~~fis"acori1:rtion goal of many "ijftlie' New Mexico
Historical Society's affilifl,~~, c;:~~ptyr~}hroughout the state.
The Albuquerque Histori~~!.~9.ciety;alreadyhas a museum in
operation. The Chaves County Historical Society erected a building and,s.t~rt~d·~J1l)lseqm:jn 193~, but; during'iW9rl<;l,'WaI~,U it
~:as, tuni~d',9V.~t,'toJh'e,C~~yof !3:9swell" which:,no':Y'~~Fatesi! as~"
the C:;9dd;1rd, Rqcket Muselnll,)~das an.ar~ Ge~W~t,
g4av~,~:::
S~~i~~Xis n,owworking t?~~ra:esFa~li,~~ipg,all?~~~(~l~~\ori~~l,'~~,<.
seiiiil'ifiRoswell: ' " ,'.. . ."
. .
, "
. ',". '.' ....
";Ma'ny' muse~~ itemsh~rve;;be~nJ' colleded''by'''th~' Dt5n.i :Ana
County'Histd'ricatSociety .and:iife'Being"giveri "t~mporary storage"
ini;,th.~·;,B:ra:Ii.!gan-,JYlem9rialJ"ib;rary,jn· I:.,as "GnJc~s:·Ip.; Si\Y.e.r <;:3ity,
th~"'§2Htb':Y~~~SrI?-:1>J~~':V !.Mt){!.qo;I;Iig,orica,I:.SQSie-tY1h~~·~n .. tJ,ltiJ?a~~:,:
goal of establishing a museum to displ~y ~t~m~ :of.~i~~o.~i.c~l iuter~st,
in that area. The Artesia Historical CommiSSIon ls'~orkln'g to~ard':
the establishment of a museum in Artesia, with the advice of the
State Museum, and the cooperation of the City Commission. In
Alamogordo, the Tularosa Basin Historical Society has .leased
property adjoining the Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce offices
and plans soon to let a contract for construction of a museum building. Explosion of the world's first atomic bomb on the Alamogordo
Bombing Range, twenty years ago, is one of the historic events to
be noted there.

Jhr
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In the Espanola Valley plans are progressing to organize a historical society with a view to establishing a museum for preserving
and displaying items of the Spanish colonial era and other historical material.
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM IN FOURTH YEAR

When the Albuquerque Historical Society was reactivated in
March of 1961, the establishment of a museum was one of its
primary objectives. In August 1962, the museum was opened in
the historic Sister Blandina School building, 316 Romero NW, in
Old Albuquerque. It is still operating at this location. Some notes
on the Albuquerque project may be of aid to other societies which
now have museums in the planning stage.
The Albuquerque museum is operated almost entirely with
volunteer services and by non-professionals, and much has been
learned in its three years of operation, advises Miss Jane Batten,
chairman of the museum committee for the current year.
Plans originally called for changing exhibits every three months,
but it was found that lack of workrooms for preparing exhibits in
advance made it necessary to close the museum, for perhaps several
weeks, while exhibits were being changed. Also, it was difficult for
volunteers to provide the very considerable amount of time and
work involved in planning, selecting, arranging and changing e~
hibits so often. It was then decided to leave displays in place for
a longer time. The current exhibit features carefully authenticated
displays of early New Mexican homes. These are reconstructions
of a prehistoric Pueblo kitchen; a Spanish colonist's kitchen, as
found in excavations at San Gabriel; and, the kitchen-dining area
of an American officer's home at Ft. Union. These exhibits will
remain in place for a full year. Special showcase and wall exhibits,
however, will be changed more often.
Exhibits, such as the present one, featuring the state's three
cultures, are especially popular. An earlier one, "Myth, Music,
and Ceremony" included a display of articles from San ~Felipe de
Neri Church, early ritualistic pieces used in the Jewish faith; In-
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dian ceremonial rugs, and other objects. The musical folklore section showed such items as a collection of the first corridos (ballads)
published· by the Mexican government, and exhibits of primitive
musical instruments. Myth and superstition were indicated by
articles used in the practice of witchcraft throughout the state, and
photographs and mementos of such ceremonies as the Penitente
practices. Another popular exhibit was "The Coming of the Railroad to Albuquerque in 1880."
Virtually all of the items exhibited at the museum are ~here on a
loan basis. Limited space and inadequate facilities for storing old
and valuable items make it impracticable to build up an inventory
of exhibits belonging to the museum. For example, elaborate
dresses from the earlier eras deteriorate rapidly if not stored and
displayed in such a way as to preserve them. This is true also of
old documents and many other items. Members of families prominent in the history of the state, business firms, churches, and state
and other institutions have been very cooperative, both in loaning
exhibits, and in aiding with research to make sure that exhibits
are authenticated.
The railroad exhibit, depicting the railroad's arrival at Albuquerque, was provided largely through the cooperation of the Fred
Harvey and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Every effort is being made to make the museum a self-sustaining operation. It is housed in a building of historic interest in the
Old Town area, popular with both residents and tourists. Rent for
the building is nominal, but the Society is responsible for the cost
of repairs, upkeep, and utilities. Although most of the work is done
by volunteers, it is sometimes necessary to employ skilled people
for special work. Even this is often done at rock-bottom prices as a
community service.
The admission charge is twenty-five cents per person, except
that members of the Albuquerque Historical Society are admitted
on membership. During the summer, the museum is open from
ten AM. until nine P.M. Shorter hours are observed during the
winter season. Museum attendance numbers approximately one
hundred persons daily, more on weekends and holidays.
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According to Mrs. Sheldon Dike, a member of the museum
board, one of the biggest problems is that of recruiting enough
volunteers to plan and set up exhibits, serve as attendants, and do
the many other essential jobs. Although volunteer schedules are
planned well in advance, unexpected guests or illness at the home
of a volunteer can shatter the most carefully planned schedule!
Even so, the museum is enjoying its most successful season to date.
LOUISE RUTZ,

Bulletin Editor

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT TOM CATRON?, In all tl1ehistory
of New Mexico there is perhaps np person concerning whom such ,extensive oral tradition has ,grown as Thomas Benton Catron. Mo~t" ofth~s
tradition is adverse. -I This writer is presently researching a biography. 9f
Catron. He has learned that much of the traduction in the' matter WitS
evidently promulgated by Catron's political enemies-iriinany instances
over circumstances related to monetary debts owed to him and n'ot paid by
his debtors. ~ It is difficult to 0Ilddocumentary evidence 'SJ.l.PPOithlg imputations of nefarious practices allegedly carried on by Catron. Thiswrit~r
desires, insofar as possible, to be candid in his analysis. He wishes to,avoid
publishing'the biography and theft having items called to his attention: that
might have added to the objectiyity and veracity
the work. ',-rTo"thilt
end, he will welcome f~c~ual iI1formation concerning:r.:B. Catro~.J-Ie
:will !llso accept eagerly, accounts ,of incidents unsuppor~ed'by evidfri~e.Jn
short, he will receive with pleasure communications about Thomas Benton
Catron and promises to treat them: in as judicious a manner as possible in
the light of voluminous materi~rpr,e.sently available. " , " < ' , .

of

Victor Westphall; postOflite Box 3327,Albuquerque,NewM'e~ico
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See also Eddy.
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Chama, N.M., 221, 224
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Chevallie, Maj. Michael H., 124, 132
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1837.
Chiricahua Apache Indians, 120
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Chopon, .General, 20 I
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Eddy, town, 293-307. See also Carlsbad.
Eddy Argus, 294, 295, 297, 299-303 ,'"
Eddy Weekly Current, 305
Edmunds Law, 304

Edwards, Charles, 226
Egger, John, 44
Eimorean, Frenchy, 228, 229
Eisenhower, President, 289
El Carmen, Chih., 124, 125, 128, 129,
134
El Fresno, Chih., 133
El Malpafs, Chih., 122
El Nogalito, Chih., 133
El Paso, Tex., 35, 36,125,131,132,135,
233-47,278,281; missions, 321
El Pozo, Chih., 122
EI Saucillo Canyon, Chih., 133
El Tuerto, mining camp, 48
Elderton, Big Bill, 40, 43
Elephant Butte Darn, 281 '
EHas, Gen. JoseM:irfa, 128, 134
Encinilla, Chih., 125
English Westerners 10th Anniversary
Publication, noted, 337'
Epitaphs, 102, 1I2
Escalante, see Velez de Escalante.
Eskridge, Dison, 216-32
Eskridge, J.Barge, 218~32.
Eskridge, S. Dow, 216
Esquibel, Juan Jose, 201, 205, 209
Estrada, Genaro, 280, 283
Eulate, Gov. Juan de, 108
Evans, George W·. B., 134
Expectation Mountain, 221
Fall, Albert Bacon, Mexican'Papers,
165-74, 303
'
Farmington, N.M., 215-32 ,
Farmington Stockmen's Protective
Association, 217 '
.
Fergusson, Harvey B., congressman, 24 '
Fernandez,Domingo, 203
Fernandez de Recas, Guillermo S:,
MayoTazgos de ,za Nueva Espana, " "
noted,337
Fielder, Idus, 297
Figueredo, Fray Roque de, 13-14, 15,
Figueroa, Fray FranciscO Antciniode la"
Rosa, 309, 310,313, 314~,
Firearms, 64, 143
Flora Vista, N.M.,217',: .
Florida Valley, 122, 123·,'
Ford, Bob, 4 0 · ) ;
Forrest, Wilbur, 170

INDEX
Ft. Bliss, 236
Ft. Canby, 48
Ft. Craig, 48, 53
Ft. Frederica, 55', 61
Ft. Garland, 48
Ft. Griffin, 217
Ft. Leavenworth, 141; 150:
Ft. Lewis, 223, 226
Ft.-Marcy, 221
Ft. Massachusetts, 159
Ft. Quitman, 287
Ft. Riley, 152
Ft. Sam Houston; i68
Ft. Smith, 47'
Ft. Stanton, 66
Ft. Sumner, 48
Ft. Union, 55-64
Ft. Wingate, 48
Forty-niners,' 124, 130, 132,'134, 136
Fowler, Belle, 41,45 .
Fowler, Joel F., 25, 40-45 passim
Fox, Peter, 217
Franciscan Custody of New Mexico,
5-21, 101-15,309-35; habit, 105;
music, 5-21, 309, 312,' 3'13; relations
with secular· authorities, 310, 311,
324; supply service/6, 7; 12, ,13;' 14, '
15
Franciscan.Province :of. the Holy· Gospel
of Mexico, 15, 309;320
. ,,:'
Franciscans, in California, 12; in Orient,
309,310,313,314
Franco, Fernando, 8
Franklin, John, 298
.
Frantz, Joe B., bk. rev. by, 267-68'
Freeman, Judge A. A., 295,297-98; '299,
301, 302
Freitas, Fray Nicolas de', J 06, 107
Frost, Max, 221-22, 229
Fuentes, Jose, cited, 119. :" .... ; ",
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Garcia, Jose Ignacio, 229
Garcia, Pedro I., 278
Garcia Conde, Francisco, 117
Garland, Gen. John, 146
Garrett, James W., 216,219,220,222,
223
Garrett, Pat, 52
Gastinel, 0., 301
Gatignol, Fr., 103
Genizaros, 197,210
Gerken, Archbishop, 320
Gervasi, Indian, 127
Gila River, 120, 128
Gilefio Apache Indians, 120-27, 131-36
Gillette,Sgt., Texas Ranger, 35-40
Glanton, Capt. John J., 124, 128, 132,
134
Globe, Ariz., 305
Goebel, Arthur, 29, 43
G6mez, Mescalero Apache chief, 131
Gonzales, Jose, 197-213
:Gordon, Tom, 25, 31, 33, 34
Grains, 322
Grand River, 225
Grapes, 162
Graves, Alfred D., 217,219-20,222 .
Grayson, Col. Jonathan Breckinridge,
141-64 passim
Greatorrex, Thomas A., 221
Greenwald Brothers, 45
Gregg, Josiah, cited, 198, 201,206,207
Griffith, William J., bk. rev. by, 255-57
Guadalupe Hidalgo, Treaty of, 277
Guerrero, Francisco, 8
Guerrero, Chih., 133
Gutierrez de Padilla, Juan, 8

Habra Grande Pass, 122
Hagerman, James John, 293, 305
Haley, J. E., cited, 296
, Halford, H. H., 217; 218
Hamblet family, 217, 223
Gadsden Purchase Treilty, 278
Galbreth, Bud, 225,221' ,';Hamblet, Francis M., 219
Galeana, Chih., 126, 127; 129'
Hamilton, Frank, 228
Galisteo, pueblo, 107, 310,312
Hammond George P:; GPH: An,
, " '.
Gallegos, Jose M., 153
Informal Record, 337; Serra Award.
Gambling, 31, 32,'41,. 5.1, 151,294; 296,'
of the Americas, 175
"
301, 303-04, 305, 306
" ,. Hancock, Thomas Catron;'Mr. ':--' '
Game, wild, 144, 145, 157 " ... ;. ,',;'
Catron's Namesake, 22
Garcia, sheriff, 24, 28-:'
""':-,,'
Hanna, Jim, 34
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Harrison, William H., merchant, 29
Hartman, Frank, 217
Harwood, Rev. Thomas W., 27, 29, 35
Hatch, Col. Edward, 225
Hatch, Gen. Edward, 221
Hawkins, W. A, 298, 299
Hefferman, Gus, 220, 222,226
Hernandez, Gov. Jose Maria, 118
Hickok, "Wild Bill," 31
Hidalgo, Chih., 122
Hieronvmites, 6
Hill, B~tch, 45, 46
Hill, Charley, 45, 46
Hilton, J. H., 44
Historical Society of New Mexico, 92-93,
190-92,269-71,350-54
Hoover, President, 282
Horc6n tracts, 282
Horse stealing, 30, 122, 123, 124, 130,
134, 143, 144,221,227,228
Horses, 122, 144,225
Horton, William, 170
Howland, Big Dan, 223-24
Hoyt, G. L., 44
Huerta, Victoriano, 166
Hughes, Wilson, 222
Humana Indians, 109
Hunter, Bill, 222
Hunter, Luke, 223, 226
Hyatt, Frank A, 225
Missale Romanum
(Antwerp, 1612), The Annunciation,
4, title page and music from, 9-11;
Alsloot, Fiestas, facing 16; Fort Union
1853,97; Fort Union National
Monument, 58; Fort Union Military
Reservation, 62; Santa Fe parish
church 1776, 103; Casket of Frs.
Llana and Zarate, facing 104,
inscriptions on, facing 105; Seal of
Custody of New Mexico, 112;
Chihuahua, map, 116; Chihuahua,
landscape, 121; Exchange Hotel,
Santa Fe, 147; Protestant Church,
Santa Fe, 150; "Oldest House,"
Santa Fe, 163; Don Fernando de
Taos, 201; Endorsement, Gen. P. H.
Sheridan, 214; Eskridge, Radigan,
and Ball, facing, 224; Wild Bill, the

ILLUSTRATIONS:

cant.:
Pistol Prince, 253; Dave Kemp,
Charles Bishop Eddy and Mrs. Eddy,
facing 296; Eddy, N.M., 1890,
facing 297; St. Francis, 208; Zia
Church 1776,312; Franciscan coat of
arms, 315; St. Francis, 318.
Indians, 107, 109, 142, 143-44, 150,
159, 197-213,322-24, 326-30 passim;
captive, 119, 120, 127, 130; hostilities,
48,101,117-40,143,144,154,155,
158,159,161,198,200,220,226;
labor of, 322, 327-28; musicians, 5,
8-14. See also individual Indian groups.
Inquisition, Holy Office of, 108, 109
Insects, 145-46,237
Irrigation, Chihuahua, 236; New Mexico,
162; Pecos Valley, 293, 294, 302, 304;
Rio Grande Valley, 281
Irwin, James R., 29
Isleta, N.M., 110
ILLUSTRATIONS,

Jackson, J. H., 221
Jalisco, 120
James, Jesse, 40
Janos, presidio, 127, 128, 130
Jefferson, Thomas, 277
Jesuits, 284
Jesus, Fray (San) Felipe de, 314
Jimenez, Chih., 122, 123, 124
Johnson, Charles, 221
Jones, Charles A, cited, 228, 229, 230
Jones, Howard Mumford, bk. rev. by,
251-52; 0 Strange New World, essay
on, 177-89
Jornada del Muerto, 223
Jorrin, Miguel, 248-49
Juarez, see Ciudad Juarez
Jumano Indians, see Humana
Kansas City, 40
Keleher, W. A, bk. rev. by, 348-49
Kelly, Lawrence c., bk. revs. by, 84-85,
265-66
.
Kelly, William E., 44
Kemmerer, E. W., cited, 168
Kemp, Dave, 296, 305
Kennedy, President, 289
Kinkle, Dan, 305
Kiowa Indians, 47, 120, 143

INDEX
Kirker, Santiago, 117, 125, 126, 127,
129, 133, 134
Know Nothing Party, ~61
Kottlowski, Frank E., Mosaic of New
Mexico's Scenery, Rocks, and HistOry,
noted,68
La Cienega, Chih., 123
La Morita, Chih., 134
La Plata River, 223'
La Ramada, hacienda, Chih., 120
Labadie, I,.orenzo, 66
Labor, Indian, 322, 327-28; Mexican,
235-36,241-42
Lacy, Isaac W., 220, 223-24
Laguna de Guzman, 124, 134
Laguna de Jaco, 121
Lamy, Jean Baptiste, 103-04, 151
Lamy, N.M., 228
Land, deed restrictions, 293-95, 297-300,
302; titles, 278, 280, 285,286;
townsites, 293, 295
Land grants, N.M., 48
Las Cruces, N.M., 236, 244
Las Vegas, N.M., 26, 34,40
Law, canon, 323; Chihuahua, 117, 118,
119, 124, 125-31; Mexican, 118,
125-31; New Mexican, 217. See also
Liquor laws.
Law enforcement, 24-25, 45, 296,
298-306
Lawson, Lawrence W., 280, 282
Leavitt, J. L., 44
Leavitt and Watson, lumber merchants, 29
Lee, Gen., 48
Lee, Levon, 68
Lee, William D., 303
Lent, observance, 155, 157
Lienas, Juan de, 8
Lincoln County, 215, 216, 219, 228, 303
Lipan Apache Indians, 120
Liquor laws, 293-307 passim; Mexican,
238
Liturgical books, 5-17 passim
Livestock, 119, 120, 130, 131, 134, 135.
See also Cattle, Horses, Mules.
Llana, Fray Ger6nimo de la, 101-15, 309
Llana, Juan de la, 110, 111
Llave, Padre, cited, 313
Llewellyn, Maj., 52
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Locke, Wiiliam, 218
Lockhart, George, 217, 219
Longhurst, John E., Strange New World,
177-89
Longuemare, Henry, 29
L6pez, Juan, 229
L6pez de Santa Ana, Gen. Antonio, 198
L6pez Figueroa, Emiliano,170
L6pez Mateos, Adolfo, 240
Louisiana Purchase, 277
Lowe, William, 221
Lummis, Charles H., 104
Lyell, Ed S., 296, 301, 305
Lynch, George, 217
Lynch, Jack, 217
Lynch law, 25-45, 217, 221, 227, 229.
See also Committee of Safety,
Vigilantes.
McCarthy, Patrick, 66
McCarty, Joseph, 65
McCluskey, Andrew, 29, 44, 50, 51
McConville, James Lawrence, El PasoCiudad Juarez, 233-47
McCutcheon, John H., 29
McDonough, C. F., 297, 298
McFarland, G. W., 27
McFarland, R. E., 27
McHenry, C. H., 218
McSween, Alexander A., 215
McSween's Regulators, 215,216
Madariaga, Francisco de, 205
Madero, Francisco I., 166
Magdalena Mountains, 31
Mail Service, 148, 151, 153, 155-56
Mano Mocho, Indian, 129-30
Marin del Valle, Gov. Francisco Antonio
de, 101-02, 105-06, .309
Marshal, U.S., 215, 223,304
Marshal, Charles W., 221
Marta, Fray Bernardo de, 309-14
Marta, Fray Juan de, 309, 310, 313, 314
Martinez, Fr. Jose Antonio, 199,201,
205, 208, 210
Martinez de Baeza, Gov., III
Matthieson, Rev. Mr., 29
May, Mr., 218
Meek, Samuel C., 29
Merchants, 29, 162, 197, 200, 202, 203,
206. See also individual names.
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Mescalero Apachelndians;52; 120,:125,
134
"
Mesilla, N.M., 216
Methodist Church, Socorro, 27" 35, 46,,'
49
Mexican Petroleuin Co., 167
Mexican Revolution, 165-74 passim,
277, 279; 288
Mexico, 5-8, 13,15; 35, 36, 119, 165,
169,233-47,309,319,320; boundary
with U.S., 124, 131,233-47, 277c92;
government, 1I8, 120, 130, 165-74 '",
passim, 198,202,207,208,240;
relations with U.S., 117,118, 165-74"
277-92
'"
Mexico City, 106, 108, 168,234,246 "
Meyer, Michael C., Fall's Mexican'
Papers, 165-74
Meyers, Frank, 217, 218, 220 "
Michelena, Jose Mariano, 208
Miles, Col., 157
Miller, William c., "Did American
Indians See The Guest Star," noted,
69
Mills, Anson, 279
Mills, Capt. John H., 29, 37, 38, 40
Mimbres Apache Indians, 120
Mining, 29,31,37,49, 128,,133,221, "
236,244,305
'
Missions, 27. See also Franciscan.
Mogollon Apache Indians, 120
Monroe, R. M., 29, 42 " '
Montoya, see also Alban y Montoya. '
Montoya, Desiderio, 20 I; 209
Moore, John Hammond, ed., Whilden . '
'" ,,\
Letters, 141-64
Moorman, Donald R., "Holm Bursum,'.:
,Sheriff "l894," noted, 176 '
Moorman, Henry Read, 222
Morales, Cristobal, 8"" ,, ,
Moretus family, publishers, 6 " , - "
Morrow, Dwight D., 277; 279; 280;'281,
282, 288
' .', '
"," -,:
Mule stealing, 122, 123,:-I24,'130,'133;,~
134,143,218'
" .. ," "
' , ''',:'~
Mullin, R. L., cited, 65, 66
Munoz, Juan Bautista, '320'" "",,. " "::'j
Murciano de la Cruz, Fray TOJmls;::,,:,-_,j
105-06""
"" ,
Murillo, Fray Isidro, 3 2 1 , ' "

Music, 240, 305; church, 5-21, 309,312,
313, 314
Myers, Lee, Experirnent in Prohibition,
293-307
Nachul, Indian, i27, 133'
Nahm, Milton C., Las Vegas and Uncle
'
Joe, noted, 68
Nance, Thomas, 217-26 passim'
Nash, Gerald D., 68
Natage Apache Indians; 125
Natural Resources of New Mexico; noted,
68
'
Naughton, vigilante, 218 :
Navajo Indians, 12, 14,48, 161, 162,
220
Needle Mountains,226
Negrito, Apache Indian, 127; 128
Neil, William M., "The American,
Territorial System," noted, 69
Nelson, Land of the Dacotahs, noted, 69 .
New Mexico, 120, 124, 125, 126, 127,
132; 237, 243; colonial, 5-21,101-15, .'
309-35; Mexican period; 197-213;
Territory, 23-54, 141-64,215-32,
293-307. See also Franciscan Custody.
New Mexico Book News, 337
New Mexico Historical Review,'
information for contributors, 94'96
New Spain, 312, 314, 319 ,.
Newspapers,23,131',141;142,,154,'"
156, 168, 170;216; 217; 220, 222, ' ','
224,226,299; Mexican, 131,136;
168, 170-71,239,243. See also "
individual names of. ~
Neymeyer, Bart A., 295:
Nohl, Lessing, bk.rev.by, 78-80
Nombre de Dios, Chih;, 133,
Nuevo Leon, 120
,"
Nunez the Fat, Indian, 132 .'
Nunis, Doyce B., Jr., ed., 'Letters'of a
Young Miner, noted; 175',.,
O'Bannon, Lt. LoW., 157
",- ,,'
O'Brien, James, 303
" ".
Ogsbury, D. C:, 226
O'Neil, John, 29 ' ':-~.".
''';'~'''. :'
Ord6nez, Fray Isidro, 311;3 Ii ,:',':" '-,' " ,..
Orozco, Gen. Pascual, 171 "'" '
,", ",,'
Ortega, Fray Pedro de, 109
:;',:'..:

INDEX
Ortiz, Santiago, 124
Ortiz Rubio, President, 283,284,285
Ortiz y Delgado, alcalde, 203, 204 "
Otero, Miguel A., 153
Our Lady of Light, military chapel,
Santa Fe, 101, 103, 107,
Paddock, John, bk. rev. by, 85-87
Padrilla, Chih., 122
'
Pagosa Springs, Colo., 223, 224
Paiute Indians, 225
Palotada, Chih., 124
Pani, Alberto J., 284, 285
Papigochic, 133
Papigochic River, 132, 133
Parral River, 121, 122, 123,
Pecos Irrigation and Investment
Company, 294
.
Pecos River, 47, 48, 293, 304
Pecos Valley, 296, 305
Pecos Valley Town Company, 293, 294
Pecuries, see Picuris
Pedraza, Brother Ger6nimo de, 109 '
Peinado, Fray Alonso, 310, 31 i, 313
Penasco River, 305
'
Peralta, Gov., 311, 313
Perea, Fray Esteban de, 9, 13, 14, 15,
108, 111
'
Perez, Albino, 198-205 passim" '
Perez, Trinidad Trujillo de, 204
Perez Guerta, Fray Francisco, '311/H2
Perkins, Lewis, 225
Perrigo, Lynn 1., bk. rev. by, 74-75
Perrin, Ass't. Surgeon, 141
Phelps, Orange, 218
Phenix, N.M., 295-306
Picuris, pueblo; 102, ,106,-107,109,309 "
Pierce, President Franklin; 157
'
Pierce, R.M., 218
Pike, Mr., 298
Pinkerton Ranch, 226
Pino, Doroteo, 204
Pious Fund, 284, 285
Pitkin, Frederick W.; 222, 224, 225,229
Plains Indians, 121
Plantin, Christophe, 6
Pojoaque, pueblo, 209
Poor Souls, 322
._;, '
Porter, Kenneth Wiggins" bk. :niv. by;. ,i
343-46
' " :;"-",,

. .

.~.'

.'
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Potter, justice of-the,peace,2,98 '.. ~
Potter, Chester D., Reminiscences, 23-54
Potts, John, 126
Prairie dogs, 145
Praine fire, 142-43 '
Presidios, Janos, 127, 130; Santa Fe;
105-06
Prince, L. Bradford, 221, 222
Prindle, James K., 222
Privies, archaeological interest of, 59;64Prcigrama Nacional'Fronterizo, 238, 240,
246
'
Prohibition, in N.M., 293-307
Prostitutes, 294, 296,' 304, 305
Pueblo Revolt of 1680, 9, 16, 101
Pueblo Indians, 197-213 passim. See
also individual groups.
Puett, Oscar B., 219
Puig Casauranc, Jose Manu'el, 285, 286'
Pulverrniller, Conrad, 222
Quarac, pueblo, 102, 106, 107, 111,309'
Quir6s, Fray Crist6bal de, 313
Radigan, Tom, 220, 222, 229
Railroads, 26,38,156,244,278,295, '
305,319; See also Santa Fe Railroad.
Rancho de los Leones, Chih:, 133
Rasch, Philip J., Feuding at Fartnington,
215-32; Old Problem, New 'Answers, '
65-67
'
Raser, James, 220
Rat6n, Indian, 127
Raton, N.M., 26
Raya, Isabel de la, 110, III
Read, Benjamin Mo, 201
Rebellion of 1837, 197-213
Reeve, Frank D., bk. revs. by;' 75:T7', 82,
0

'

266-67; Neiv Mexico, A Short" '
Illustrated History, noted, 68

Reno, Philip, Rebellion in New Mexico', '
1857, 197-213
' ."
Republican Party, 161
'.
Revenue laws, 300, 301 ',"
, ;.
Reynolds, outlaw, 222
,c . ,.
Rhoades, A., '301
Richardson,Maj.,~141··

II

..

,,-.~l.

Rico, Colo., 225, 229 " , "
..,.'
Rico Dolores News, 217, 220,222,224,
226,230
:,','
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Riley, John H., 215
Rincon, N.M., 223
Rio Abajo, district, 198, 202, 205, 206,
208, 209
Rio Arriba, district, 199,202,205,208,
209
Rio Arriba County, 221, 224, 226, 229
Rio Florido, 121, 122, 123
Rio Grande, 33, 35, 36, 120, 124, 128,
134, 136, 159,200,236, 237, 238;
floods, 278, 280, 284, 286, 288; U;S.Mexico boundary, 277-92
Rio Grande Treaty of 1933, 277-92
Rittenhouse, Jack D., 337
Roads, 128, 130,296
RobertS, Andrew L., 216
Roberts, Jack, 221, 223
Roberts, Kid, 226
Robertson, Dr., 160
Robertson, J. F., 297
Robidoux, Mr., 203
Robinson, Texas Ranger, 36
Robinson, Rev. Doctor J. H., 41, 49, 50
Rodriguez, Gen. Abelardo L., 285, 286
Roger, J. H., 217,220
Rolly, Fr. Miguel, 103
Ronquillo, Col. Jose Maria, 199,206
Rosas, Gov. Luis de, I I I
Roswell, N.M., 230, 302
Rothenberg, Gunther, 68
Rousseau, "Texas Ed," 44
Rudabaugh, Dave, 223
Ruidoso, N.M., 229-30
Sacramento Mountains, 305
Saline pueblos, 102, 107
Saloons, 32, 42, 49, 50, 294-306 passim
Salpointe, J. B., 103
San Antonio, Chih., 120, 121, 122
San Antonio, N.M., 51, 52
San Antonio, Texas, 155,246
San Cristobal, N.M., 49
San Elisario Island, 282
San Felipe, pueblo, 310
San Francisco, Fray Diego de, 3I 3
San Ildefonso, pueblo, 199, 320
San Juan, pueblo, 201, 205
San Juan River, Chih;, 121, 123
San Lorenzo, Chih., 125
San Luis Potosi, 120

San Marcial, N.M., 37,40, 51,53
San Miguel County, 66
San Miguel del Vado, N.M., 47,153
San Pablo, Chih., 133
San Pedro River, Chih., 121
Sanchez, Pedro, 210
Sanchez Vergara, Vicente, 204, 205
Santa Barbara, Chih., 3II
Santa Clara, pueblo, 12
Santa Cruz de la Canada, 199,200,201,
205,210
Santa Eulalia, silver mine, Chih., 133
Santa Fe, 16,41,48,200,202-04,209,
224,228,244,31 1,312,313,320;
churches, 101-06, 108; in 1855-56,
141-64; palace, 105-06, 107,208
Santa Fe Gazette, 156
Santa Fe Railroad, 26, 38
Santa Maria River, Chih., 126
Santa Rita Copper Mine, 128
Santa Rosalia de Camargo, Chih., 121
Santo Domingo, pueblo, I II, 310, 3II,
312
Sarracino, Francisco, 203
Saucillo, Chih., 122
Scalp hunting, I 17-40
Schiaffino, Mexican Minister of Foreign
Affairs, 283
Scholes, France V., 175; cited, 15, 16,
108, 109, II I, 312
Schools, 278, 301
Schoonover, Solomon, 306
Schroder, Lt., 141
Schroeder, Albert H., bk. rev. by, 341-43
Seeds, Edward P., 303
Seely, Thomas, 225
Selman, John, 215
Sena, Felipe, 208
Serra Award of the Americas, 175
Seven Rivers, N.M., 299
Shave Head, Comanche Indian Chief,
143, 144
Shaw, Judge J. M., 28
Sheeley, Capt. Joe, Texas Ranger, 52, 53
Sheldon, Lionel A., 225, 229
Sherman, John, Jr., 215
Short, Luke, 52
Shrouds, 322
Sierra de Chupadores, 122
Sierra de los Remedios, 122
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Sierra del Diablo, 123
Sierra del T oro, 134
Sierra Madre Occidental,122, 133
Sierra Mountains, 31
Sierra Ruiz, 129
Silver City, N.M., 297
Silverton, Colo., 226, 227
Simmons, Thomas E., 44
Sims, William R., Jr., 176
Six Mile Dam, 302, 304
Slavery, abolition, 154, 155, 157
Slaves, Indian, 119, 120, 127, 130;
Negro, 125, 136
Smart, E. L., 29
Smead, Lt., 141
Smith, Dwight L., Dawn the Colorado,
noted, 175-76
Smith, Maj. Albert J., 141
Smith, Ralph A., Scalp Hunt in
Chihuahua-1849, 1.1 7-40
Socorro, N.M., 7,228, 304; vigilantes,
23-54
Socorro Historical Association, 23
Socorro County Historical Society, 176
Socorro Mountains, 31, 37
Socorro Sun, 24, 27, 29, 41, 44
Sombrerete, Durango, 123
Sommerville, Bob, 52
Sonora, 125, 128; bounty law, 128
Southwestern Lore, noted, 338
Sowers, Dr. George H., 29,34
Spain, 309, 312, 314, 319, 320
Spears, Deputy Sheriff, 229
Sperling Brothers, merchants, 29
Spiess, Lincoln Bunce, Church Music in
Seventeenth-Century New Mexico,
5-21
Stage service, 224
Stampedes, 144
Stanley, F., cited, 229
Starritt, Joseph, 218
Steven, "Dirty Steve," 216
Stimson, Secretary of State, 280, 282
Stockton, Isaac T., 216-32
Stockton, William Porter, 219-20
Suarez, Fray Juan, 312
Sugarite, Colo., 215, 216
Sullivan, Justice of the Peace, 225
Sullivan, James J., 227, 228
Sullivan,' John, 229

Sumner, Col. E. V., 55
Sunday Law, 299-301
Sutton, Jose, 202-03
Tabaloapi, hacienda, Chih., 134
Taft, President, 279
Tajique, pueblo, 107, III
Talamantes, chih., 123
Talamas Camandari, Manuel, 241
Tamaulipas, 120
Tampico, 105-06, 170
Tano Indians, 107
Taos, pueblo, 197
Taos, town, 199, 205, 209, 217
Tarahumara Indians, 134
Tazer, E. J., 229
Tecolote, N.M., 145
Telegraph service, 156
Telfer, Lois, cited, 65, 66
Tellez, Manuel c., 284,285
Tempano, Indian, 107
Tem6sachic, Chih., 132, 134, 135
Terrazas, Joaquin, 134
Terrazas, Juan Jose, 126
Terrazas Valdez, Alberto, 119
Tesuque, pueblo, 206
Texas, 40, 41, 44, 45, 119,206-07,219,
220, 233-47, 277
Texas Rangers, 119, 124
Thomas, "Black Kid," 226
Thompson, Fred A., 68
Thompson, George W., 220, 223
Thornton, Maj., 141
Tierra Amarilla, N.M., 221, 229
Tiffany, Isaac, 29
Tijuana, Mexico, 240, 245
Tinaja, Chih., 133
Tinnie, N.M., 215
Tome, N.M., 205; Pronunciamento, 207,
208
Tomlinson, James A., 294-95, 301,
302-03
Torrance Mining Co., 29, 37
Torre6n de Canas, Durango, 123
Trade, forbidden to clergy, 322
Treaties, 118,237; Gadsden Purchase,
278; Guadalupe Hidalgo, 118,277;
Louisiana Purchase, 277; Rio Grande
1933,277-92; U.S.-Mexico 1884,278,
279; 1963,288
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Trfas, Angel, 117, 119, 122; 125, 130;
131, 134
Truman, President, 289
., .
Turner, Jeff, 131.'
Twitchell, Ralph Emerson, cited, 200
>

Ubbe1ohde, Carl, bk. rev. by, 83-84 .
United States, military, 48,141-64,217,
319; relations with Mexico, 118,
165-74,233-47,277-92
UNM Alumnus, 68
Upton's Siding, 223
Ures, Sonora, 128
Utah, 224, 229,319
Utley, Robert M., bk. rev.. by, 80-81
Utter, Charles H. (Colorado Charlie),
31,32
Val Verde, battle, 48
Valle de Olivos, 123
Velez de Escalante, Fray Silvestre,
Letter to the Missionaries of New
Mexico, 320-32; Writings, 333-35
Vetancurt, Fray Agustin de, cited, 106, .
10~ 309, 310, 312, 313, 314
Victoria, Tomas Luis de, 8
Victoria, Chih., 133
Vigil, Antonio, 209
Vigil, Donaciano, 203, 205
Vigil, Juan (El Coyote), 201, 205, 209
Vigilantes, Farmington, 217-32 passim;
Socorro, 23-54
Vivian, Gordon, Gran Quivira, noted,
338
Waldo, merchant, 203
Walker, J. D., 304
Wallace, Andrew., Sources & Readings fn
Arizona History, noted, 337
Wallace, Lew, 215, 221, 222,224,229,
230

Waller, George, 29, 37
Water, 237; drinking, 146, 149. See
.also Irrigati0I1 '
Watson, Ba~:ey,227
Watts, Henry, 225
Weber, Robert H., 68
Welfoot, Seth, 220,228
West, George E., cited, 227, 228
Westphall, Victor, bk. rev. by, 258-60
Wetzel, Lewis, 131
.Wharfield, H. B., Apache Indian Scouts;
noted,176
Whilden, Charles E., Letters, 141-64
Whilden, Ellen, 141-64 passim
White Eagle, Indian, 144
White Sands, N.M., 236
Wilkinson, Burt, 221,226,227,228
Wilson, Harry, 222
Wilson, ]<lck, 223
Wilson, Rex L., Archeology and
Everyday Life at Fort Union, 55-64
Wilson, Woodrow, 166
Wyman, Leland G, bk. rev. by, 262-65
XELO, Cd. Juarez, 245
Yep6mera, 133, 134
Zacatecas, 120
Zarate, Fray Asencio de, 101-15,309
Zarate Salmer6n, Fray Geronimo de, 15,
16
Zia, pueblo, 309, 310, 312, 314
Zosa, Capt. Nicolas, 125, 126
Zubirfa, Jose Antonio, bishop of
Durango, 104
Zuloaga, Felix, 127
Zuloaga, Jose Marfa, 126; 127, 128, 129,
130,133
Zuloaga, Gov. Luis, 126
Zuloaga, Pedro, 127, 133
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